HAWKE’S BAY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Organisational Performance Report
Quarter 1: 1 July to 30 September 2020

An independent biodiversity review, delivered in September,
identified the need for the Regional Council to spend more on
biodiversity in support of key habitats and species.
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Executive Summary
This Organisation Performance Report provides Council with information to understand the situationspecific factors affecting performance. It reports on how well we are performing across a number of
corporate-wide measures and uses the Groups of Activities from the current 2018-28 Long Term Plan
to present actual non-financial and financial performance using a traffic light reporting approach.
Its secondary purpose is to provide the Chief Executive, Executive team and staff with information to
ensure alignment of council’s work programmes across different groups and teams to achieve the
Council’s Strategic Plan outcomes and to ensure a steadfast focus on performance and accountability.
This report covers the period of 1 July to 30 September 2020. The report covers:




Significant events and programmes this quarter
Business improvement metrics
Groups of Activities

Highlights
 CO2 emissions from energy use (gas and electricity) in the Dalton St office was 5.6% lower than
the same quarter in the previous year.
 HBRC’s first baseline assessment of its corporate carbon footprint was completed
 HB Climate Change Community Perceptions survey was undertaken
 The long awaited Bee Card for public transport were introduced
 Implementation phase of FUSE (Financial Upgrade System and Efficiencies) kicked off in July
 2020-21 Annual Plan was adopted
 TANK Plan (PC9) extended submission deadline closed in August and 241 submissions were
received
 5-yearly SOE report was published
 No exceedances of the NES for PM10 in the Napier and Hastings air sheds
 East Coast LAB has secured funding from Earthquake Commission (EQC) for a 2-year joint
education project with Alpine Fault Magnitude 8 (AF8)
 The Regional Pest Management Plan has completed its review and is operational.
Lowlights
 Monitoring equipment was vandalised and stolen from two river sites and one groundwater
site
 Delay to regional wide LIDAR mapping project due to COVID-19
 High resolution aerial image capturing over frost flats for a joint-Regional Council
Biodiversity Monitoring Framework is completed but the image processing has been delayed
due to COVID-19
 The Water Information ICT business system project was deferred by 2 months due to COVID19
 The ICT business system project to renew aerial imagery has been delayed due to COVID-19,
issues with planes and bad weather
 61% of customer feedback were responded to with the required timeframe (compared with
93% in the previous quarter during lockdown)
 No advancement on ownership of Lake Whatuma which has stalled protection and
enhancement actions.
 Planned maintenance and works have been executed for all flood protection and drainage
schemes except Opoho. The Opoho pump station is currently out of service.
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PART 1: SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND PROGRAMMES THIS QUARTER
1.1

Long Term Plan 2021 – 31

Q1 has been a busy time with several additional Council workshops held to develop the priorities and
policies for the 2021-31 Long Term Plan. Staff from across the organisation have also been heavily
involved in the development of the LTP. Work was focussed on reviewing levels of service, asset
management planning and seeking Tāngata Whenua feedback. Detailed budgeting, investment
strategy and performance measures will be the focus for Q2. Public consultation is scheduled for April
2021. Climate action and water are the key themes. The title for our LTP consultation document is
proposed to be ‘Our Planet Our Plan 2021-2031’.

1.2

Financial Upgrade Systems and Efficiencies (FUSE)

The FUSE project is the Council project to replace the current Finance solutions used. The OneCouncil
solution from TechnologyOne is being implemented across five streams: Enterprise Budgeting,
Finance, Supply Chain Management, Asset Management (limited to projects, work orders, asset
register and billing), and Human resources & Payroll (limited to organisation management, timesheets
and payroll).
The implementation phase of the project kicked off in July 2020 with the focus being on Enterprise
Budgeting to provide Budget Holders with a solution in which to enter their Long Term Plan budgets
for 2021. This was successfully implemented at the end of September. Budget Holders and the
Finance team have been working to pull their financial plans and budgets together for presentation to
Council in December.
The Finance and Human Resources & Payroll streams have also begun with design workshops being
held to agree solution set-up for both streams and configuration being started for the Human
resources & Payroll stream. It is intended to be using the OneCouncil solution for payroll from 1 April
2021

1.3

Climate Change

Climate change is a significant programme of work for Council that draws resources from across the
business. In the previous quarter (April – June 2020), progress on priority work areas identified by
Council’s interim climate change working group had slowed considerably due to staffing commitments
to the COVID-19 pandemic and drought response efforts. The Council’s 2020-25 Strategic Plan
adopted in June 2020 has a much greater focus on climate change. In Quarter 1 of 2020 (July to
September), work picked up again including:
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Undertaking HBRC’s first base-line assessment of its corporate carbon footprint, with
reporting due for completion in mid-November. There was a delay in the completion of the
report outlining the final baseline data as the information had to be peer reviewed to ensure
accuracy.
Re-commencement of surveying by an independent research company looking at
community perceptions of climate change in Hawke’s Bay (results to be delivered in October
after surveying was first initiated during COVID-19 Level 4, but paused then restarted as
Alert Levels decreased)
Planning and preparations got underway for a new climate action campaign to be launched
in November, including revamped website content and four public pop-up drop-in events
across the region



1.4

Preparing advice on options and funding implications of climate action leadership by the
Council to inform 2021-31 Long Term Planning deliberations.

COVID-19

Action plans have been used to coordinate ongoing Hawke's Bay CDEM readiness activities in
preparation for COVID-19 resurgence following de-escalation of the Group led response to COVID-19
up to 30 June 2020. The HBCDEM Regional Resurgence Plan (v3.3) was issued on the 18 September
2020 and will continue to be developed in consultation with Group stakeholders.
HBRC COVID-19 recovery plan actions and projects continued through the period. The key focus areas
were to continue our core business – and do it well, as well as supporting recovery activities through
Business Hawke’s Bay, Regional Business Partners and Hawke’s Bay Tourism.
A Regional Recovery Manager was appointed in July – employed by HBRC, for a 12-month fixed term
contract. This role is to support and co-ordinate the regional recovery efforts and activities, post
COVID-19 and drought for Hawke’s Bay. The Regional Recovery Manager has been working closely
and in partnership with all five councils, Matariki group members and stakeholders (currently interim
programme managing), local community and businesses, central government and mana whenua. A
regional recovery dashboard and reporting process has been developed, to give council leaders and
elected members a monthly update on key economic and social data.
HBRC launched the 12-month trial for the Flexible Working Agreement Policy in September as a
response to staff working effectively from home during the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown. Ongoing
COVID-19 testing continues to occur on the advice from Healthline or local General Practitioners if
staff present with flu-like symptoms. Staff continue to be supported to stay at home until a negative
result is received and symptoms are alleviated.

1.5

Drought

The impacts of the 2020 drought continued well into the Q1 period. HBRC contributed $200,000 to
the Regional Drought Relief Fund - totalling $1,015,110, to assist our rural community with costs
related to animal feed transportation and welfare. HBRC staff managed the application and fund
distribution process on behalf of the Rural Advisory Group (RAG).
During this quarter, our communications team continued to drive promotion of this funding through
various communication channels to ensure that rural farmers received the assistance they needed.
Applications to the fund closed 30 September 2020, leaving $35,549 remaining. This is to be tabled
with all fund contributors to agree on whether to utilise this for other drought initiatives such as the
resilience strategy, or refunding.
The lifestyle feed runs supported 333 farmers who bought 4,902 bales of feed. The total cost of
transportation for the lifestyle feed totalled $14,798. We received 289 online applications from
farmers who claimed a total of $797,650. Of these applicants, 33 were on farms sized between 20ha150ha and 255 were farms sized greater than 150ha. The donated feed transportation costs totalled
$149,613. This covered the cost of transport only and note the cost of the actual feed. This change
resulted in a greater supply of donated feed being able to come to the region. Approximately $13,000
was contributed for costs associated with distribution and collection logistics.
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PART 2: BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT MEASURES
2.1

People & Capability

Purpose: To monitor key People and Capability measures.
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Key finding: FTE’s have dropped by 3.4% (9.51) this quarter, while both vacancies (32) and
resignations (14) are up on the previous quarter by 255.6% and 55.6%.
Commentary: With the increased number of resignations and the creation of 9 new roles, we have
seen a significant rise in vacancies. Several vacancies that were on hold during the pandemic have
been progressed and new roles were created and approved through the Annual Plan. These new roles
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have been the result of the Executive Leadership Team restructure, review of the Corporate Services
team and the plan to create a contact centre, increased demand in the Catchment Management and
also the Compliance space.
There has been a spike in resignations with a number of fixed term staff moving onto permanent
positions both within the organisation and elsewhere. This spike has resulted in the decrease in overall
FTE in the organisation.

Staff Ratios
The following graphs show the current ratio of male and female staff as known at 30 September 2020.
Total Staff

49%

Female (133)

Staff in Management

51%

Male (137)

Management Ratio

39%

61%

23%

Female (25)

Male (39)

Management (64)

77%

Staff (214)

There has been a decrease in the overall percentage in leadership roles given the increased number
of vacancies.

2.2

Health & Safety (H&S)

Purpose: To measure the number of incidents and accidents occurring at HBRC.
Key Finding: Despite an increase in accidents and incidents in Q1 compared to the previous quarter,
incidents and accidents have trended down slightly over the last 27 months.
Commentary:
23
Incidents
Q1
recorded, 3 requiring time off
(Jul - Sept 2020)
work, 1 illness, 11 no time off
work, 8 property damage. The
majority of the incidents were
slips/trips/sprains/strains
and
minor
motor
vehicle
damage.
The
35
main focus for the quarter was still
30
monitoring the COVID-19 response
25
as HBRC moved through Level 3
20
back to Level 1, with COVID-19
testing still a requirement. Staff
15
training undertaken, 22 staff have
10
attended 4WD training, 5 staff
5
attended 2WD training under the
0
updated Off Road Policy. 21 staff
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
attended St John Mental Health
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
First Aid training. Incident form has
had 5 why's included in narrative
to support a better investigation
process. Working with CDEM to update polices and processes should CDEM need to stand up for

H&S Incidents
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23

another event. Wellness activity included 'Drive to the Conditions' campaign, Cycle/Bike Month,
Mental Health Awareness week. New counselling provider contracted, EAP Services, NZ's leading
agency for staff support.
Results: A list of Health & Safety incidents is available on request.

2.3

Marketing and Communications (MarComms)

Website
Purpose: To measure the customer utilisation of our website.
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Key finding: All three metrics show an increasing trend.
Result: Top Pages in July – September




River Levels
Rates
Rainfall

Facebook
Purpose: To measure the volume of posts, likes and reach as an indicator of MarComms effectiveness.
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Key finding: All three Facebook metrics show an increasing trend. The abnormally high number of
Facebook posts in the previous quarter was due to COVID-19 and still being in lockdown, as well as
the TANK Plan and Annual Plan consultations and the ongoing drought.
In Q1 2020-21, the key campaigns supported using Facebook were the TANK Plan consultation, rates,
biosecurity month and the Bee Card goBay promotion.
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Results:
Top Facebook Posts
Meeting of the Hawke's Bay Regional Council Maori Committee
It’s rates time! Invoices have been sent to our 71,122 ratepayers around the region.
We’re asking farmers to keep an eye out for rooks.

2.4

Reach
26,928
16,316
15,837

Media

Purpose: To track the number and nature of all media queries.
Q1
(Jul - Sept 2020)

Media Queries

93

Key Finding: Media queries for Q1
were up by 24% from last quarter.
We received 93 media queries in
Q1 compared to 90 in Q1 last year.
Commentary: Most media queries
in July to September 2020 were
from local journalists, with interest
in an illegal burning prosecution,
Government
flood
scheme
funding, NCC leaky pipe, WDC
wastewater, water security, masks
on buses, HBRC regional recovery,
whitebait and RMA reforms.
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There were 32 queries from
Hawke’s Bay today and 21 from
Stuff (Dom Post).
Many of the calls were following
up on media releases we had sent
out including regional recovery,

water security, whitebait and illegal burning.
Water security, climate mitigation, whitebait, outdoor burning and the drought relief received
national media interest.
Metric: All media enquiries and are logged when they are received.

2.5

Local Government Official Information Management Act (LGOIMA) Summary

Purpose: To track the number and nature of requests to monitor impact on staff time as well as to
ensure HBRC meets its statutory responsibilities.
Key Finding: The number of LGOIMA requests is tracking higher than the same time last year. The
largest number of requests responded to were from Policy & Regulation (7) and Corporate Services
(6).
Metric: All LGOIMA requests are entered into the councils LGOIMA log and updated
Commentary: All 33 LGOIMA requests received during Q1 were completed within required
timeframes and there were no complaints made to the Office of the Ombudsman against HBRC
9

responses to requests, which included 2 refused under s17(f) ... information requested cannot be
made available without substantial collation or research, and neither requestor responded to
Council’s request for a deposit in order to proceed with collating the information by the deadline
advised.

LGOIMA
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0
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2019/20
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2020/21
Transferred

LGOIMA by Group
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2
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Q1
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*CE is LGOIMA requests to the Chief Executive.
Results: The LGOIMA Register is available on request

2.6

Customer Feedback

Purpose: To track the number and nature of feedback to monitor impact on staff time as well as to
improve staff responsiveness.
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Comments

Customer Feedback
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Key finding: 61% of items (45 of 74) in Q1 were responded to within the required timeframe of <4
business days, compared to 93% last quarter.
Commentary: Council received one compliment expressing thanks to one of our finance team for a
speedy response and resolution to a rates inquiry. The most common enquiry to come through
feedback channels were questions/comments about rates, with 14 of the Q1 total. Other common
themes included enquires about consents, water, privet trees, animal pest control. Council received
a total of 9 complaints through online feedback. There were no common themes with the complaints
which varied from rates changes, rubbish left in open spaces and plants pests.
Metric: The customer feedback reported on here is feedback received via the Regional Council’s
website only. Customers select whether their feedback is a comment, compliment or a complaint. All
feedback received via this system is required to be responded to within four business days
Results: The Customer Feedback Register is available on request.

2.7

Risk

On 10 June 2020, the Corporate and Strategic Committee endorsed a roadmap to mature HBRC’s risk
management system. The longer-term vision for maturity of HBRC’s risk system is to establish value
creation risk intelligent decision making that is embedded consistently throughout Council.
To achieve this the risk maturity roadmap has a four phased approach with the first three phases
scheduled to be implement over the current financial year. The following key milestones are included
in the first three phases of the roadmap:
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Developing a Council approved standardised risk management policy and framework –
implemented in Q1 FY20/21
Implementing risk processes as outlined in the risk management framework
Improved risk report that over the longer term will contain key risk indicators –
implemented in Q1 FY20/21
Formalising a Council approved risk appetite statement
Structuring HBRC’s critical control environment
Develop an Internal Audit framework to improve assurance

At the 12 August 2020 Finance Audit and Risk Sub-committee meeting Councillors requested that a
COVID-19 debrief be undertaken in-house. The objective of the debrief was to identify learnings that
if implemented may even better prepare HBRC readiness to respond to any future business disruption
events. The review was completed during Q1 FY20/21 and due to be reported to the Finance Audit
and Risk Sub-committee in Q2 FY20/21.

2.8

ICT Operations

Within the IT Business Systems Workstream we are currently running projects to implement systems
for Finance, Customer Experience and Water Information. The Finance project is on schedule, and on
budget. The Water Information project is currently under budget due to work being completed
internally that was expected to be external costs and the project being deferred by 2 months while
we allocated project resources to the COVID-19 response. The Customer Experience Project is
currently under budget because invoices are pending - but is on track for completion.
The spend on IT renewals was lower than budgeted in Q1. Contributing factors to this were:




2.9

Many laptop renewals scheduled for Q1 this year were delivered in Q4 last year (we brought
some spending forward to purchase additional new laptops as part of our COVID-19 IT
response)
IT infrastructure renewals were delayed due to IT resource constraints during and after the
COVID-19 lockdown, but we expect to be back on track by the end of the financial year.
The project to renew aerial imagery has been delayed due to COVID-19, issues with planes
and bad weather.

Facilities and Fleet

Corporate Sustainability
Purpose: To monitor progress towards reducing Council’s carbon footprint.
CO2 Emissions
June - September 2020

CO2 Emissions
120
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3%
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Q4
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Q4

Q1

85%

2020/21
Air Travel

Fuel

Air Travel

Energy

*Please note that energy use is for Dalton Street offices only

Key finding: CO2 emissions from both energy and air travel are trending in the right direction while
CO2 emissions from fuel is increasing. This reflects 10 more vehicles in the fleet compared to the same
quarter last year.
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Results:
Air travel
Year

Quarter

2018/19

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1

2019/20

2020/21

Total travel
distance (Km's)

CO2 emissions
(tonnes)

Approx.
Cost to offset

79,250*
79,250*
79,250*
79,250*
118,268
59,417
37,470
981
16,022

21.5*
21.5*
21.5*
21.5*
16.14
8.1
5.1
0.1
3.9

$347.33
$188.00
$127.39
$3.86
**

*Annual figure averaged over the four quarters of 2018/19
** Cost to offset air travel emissions will now be completed at the end of the financial year based on the KMs travelled.

Commentary: Council air travel related emissions totalled 3.9 tonnes. Following the COVID-19
lockdown, much less staff travel bookings are being made with staff opting to either zoom in to
meetings instead.
Energy Use*

Energy Use
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*Data for Council’s main office only – 159 Dalton Street
Commentary: Gas use has continued to rise after the lowest result to date in Q3 (Jan – March) but is
4.1% lower than the same quarter in the previous year. Electricity use has risen compared to the
previous quarter (April – June) which is expected considering staff were not working in the building
during lockdown (April –May). Electricity use this quarter was 6.6% lower than the same quarter last
year (Q1 2019-20).
Overall CO2 emissions from energy use are 69.8% higher compared to last quarter but 5.6% lower
than the same quarter in the previous year.
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Vehicles
Year

Quarter

2019/20

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1

2020/21

Total Vehicles

Total Plug in
Hybrids

Total Hybrids

Total Full EVs

72
75
85
85
82

5
6
6
6
6

2
5
3
5
5

1

Commentary: A recent study suggests we are at least three vehicles over where we should be based
on optimum utilisation. On completion of the study we will look to reduce the number of vehicles in
the fleet. No change in the number of Plugin Hybrid Electric Vehicles this quarter, however these have
not proved to have provided a reduction in our carbon footprint. The total Hybrids are proving to be
of better value and provide a smaller carbon footprint than the PHEV. We also have one Full EV
currently in the fleet which and hope to increase these in time.
Fuel use
Year

2018-19

2019-20

2020/21

Quarter

Petrol(litres)

Diesel (litres)

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1

4,391
5,836
6,386
7,355
7,322
7,611
7,459
3,715
7,671

23,828
27,618
28,327
24,356
26,685
27,238
28,445
19,175
31,3723

Quarterly
Spend

$36,691
$43,215
$41,390
$41,299
$43,968
$46,578
$43,196
$19,859
$37,816

CO2 Emissions (Tonnes)

% Change CO2

76
88.5
92.5
84.12
90.64
92.58
95.50
61.19
103.97

16.4%
4.5%
-9%
7.8%
2%
3%
-36%
69.9%

Commentary: Diesel use is up dramatically on the previous quarter, this is due to the lack of travel
during COVID-19 lockdown. Petrol use rebounded to pre COVID-19 levels. PHEV vehicles use 95 so
more expense is unavoidable. Council's fuel related emissions associated to vehicle use, equated to a
total of 103.97 tonnes, this is made up of Diesel - 85.33 tonnes and Petrol - 18.64 tonnes.

2.10

Procurement

Procurement information is now available ‘live’ at organisation and group level utilising the Power BI
Dashboard. Further levels of drill down detail are available at group, service and contract manager
levels. On average, one contract is being generated across the organisation every day, with the
contract being one part of a multi-stage procurement life cycle (planning, sourcing, selection, contract
management and evaluation) process.
Procurement activity reporting July 2020 – September 2020
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66 contracts were created.
3 contracts were awarded with a value of $100k+, 5 contracts were valued at $75k-$100k, 58
contracts issued with values below $50k.
48 contracts (73%) were assessed by the contract owners as being low risk, 14 contracts (21%)
were assessed as being medium risk, and 4 contracts (6%) assessed as high risk.
Of the contracts with a value greater than $50,000 50% completed an RFP/RFQ process, 83%
considered local suppliers, and 50% confirmed living wage payments.
There are 8 contracts expiring in the next three months that will be subject to post contract
evaluation.

PART 3: GROUPS OF ACTIVITIES
Under the Local Government Act 2002 the Regional Council is required to present its financial and
non-financial information in groups of activities for ease of understanding. In the 2018-28 Long Term
Plan the Regional Council aggregated its activities into seven Groups of Activities (GOAs), being:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Governance and Partnerships
Strategic Planning
Integrated Catchment Management
Asset Management
Consents and Compliance
Emergency Management
Transport

The seven GOAs are made up of 20 activities, 39 levels of service, 60 levels of service measures and
124 budget codes (as per Opal3). This report covers layers 3 and 4 of the pyramid below.

SOE
Strategic
Plan
24 Goals
Long Term Plan
20 Activities
39 LOS statements
60 LOS measures

Workstreams
124 Budget codes
Projects
(within and across
workstreams)

PPDCs and Job Descriptions

The following tables’ links level of service1 performance results to the resources required (3-digit
budget codes). It uses a traffic light reporting approach. Financial status is for 3-digit codes only and
commentary is only included if the 3-digit codes is red.
Non-financial status

Achieved or On Track
Off Track
Not Achieved or Off Track
Not measured this year

Financial status

Actual results are > 10% or $30,000 over or under budget
Actual results are within 5-10% and $15,000-$30,000
Actual results are within 5% and $15,000

1

Levels of service statements on what we aim to achieve, for who and why. These are effectively our
commitment to our community.
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3.1

Governance and Partnerships

There are two activities within Governance and Partnerships Group of Activities (GOA):



Community Representation and Leadership
Tāngata Whenua Partnerships and Community Engagement

Activity: Community Representation and Leadership
Level of Service Level of Service
Statement
Measure
HBRC will make
transparent
decisions, deliver
cost-effective
infrastructure
and services and
engage the
community in
activities and
decision-making
processes, with
clear
expectations for
participation.

Council meetings
are conducted in
compliance with
statutory
requirements and
Standing Orders.
Target: Achieved

LTPs and annual
reports receive
"unmodified"
audit opinions
Target: Achieved

16

Status Commentary
All meetings in Q1 met statutory
requirements as amended by the COVID19 Response (Further Management
Measures) Legislation Act 2020 to enable
meetings of Governance bodies while
restrictions on public meetings were in
force and the Pandemic Notice in effect.
Public Regional Council and Committee
meetings were held in the HBRC Council
Chamber with facilities available for
members to attend via Zoom.
At the time of writing, the audit opinion
on the 2019-20 Annual Report had not
been received but it is expected to be
unmodified. This is an improvement on
the previous year, as Council's subsidiary,
Port of Napier Limited provided financial
statements for the year ended 30/6/19
in line with Council's financial year (and
not 31/3/2019 as it did the previous
year). Council has an unmodified audit
opinion on its current Long Term Plan.

Budget Code +
Name
840 Community
Representation
& Regional
Leadership

Status Commentary
Q1 has been a busy time with
several additional workshops for
development of the policies and
priorities for the 2021-31 Long
Term Plan contributing to a total of
20 meetings being held.
Slight overspend on staff internal
time, attributed to additional
resources required to support
meetings and Long Term
development.
External Costs are 14% over spent
due to a number of unbudgeted
items such as webcasting and
consultancy costs related to LTP
development, computer software
licensing (Stellar) and incorrectly
coded items. Unbudgeted items
will be addressed in next year’s
budget and where possible
incorrectly coded items will be
journal transferred to the correct

HBRC will make
sound
investment
decisions to grow
its assets and
generate
investment
incomes to fund
council projects,
programmes and
activities.

Percentage of
surveyed
residents who
perceive
"acceptable to
very good" value
of services from
HBRC rates
(source: 2-yearly
SIL perception
survey).
Target: No survey
this year
Rate of returns on
investment as set
out in council’s
Investment Policy
are met.

No survey undertaken this FY as planned

Managed Funds realised returns of 3.5%
on funds invested.

budgets.

880 - HBRIC
Costs

Target: Achieved
881 - Holding
Company
Support

971 Restricted
Leasehold
Property
975 - Property
Investment

17

Finance team code for tracking
costs incurred by HBRC relating to
HBRIC. No costs have been
incurred to date and none
expected through the year. Project
881 is used to charge HBRIC for
finance team support.
Finance team code for intercompany charging to HBRIC.
Invoicing of HBRIC for the 1st
quarter has been delayed resulting
in the income shortfall but full year
expenditure is on-track.
This code relates to freeholding
leasehold property.

Finance team code to track the
income from the Wellington
investment property portfolio.
Finances are on-track. 1st quarter
invoicing completed on schedule.

Activity: Tāngata Whenua Partnerships & Community Engagement
Level of
Service
Statement
HBRC
engages in
strategic
relationships
to better
achieve its
vision and
purposes.

18

Level of Service
Measure
Annual reporting to
council on
performance of
strategic relationships
Target: Achieved

Status Commentary

Strategic Relationships relates to
the operation of Māori Committee,
Regional Planning Committee, Bilaterals, in particular the frequency
of meetings and through-put of
agreed activity over that quarter.
Q1 (July-Sept 2020) Both Māori and
RPC committees met twice. Each
committee meets 2 weeks in
advance for agenda setting and
then the day prior tangata whenua
reps only to caucus. Each has one or
more reps on EICC, C&S, Transport,
Hearings, and Clifton to Tangoio
Coastal committees which met a
number of times in that period.
Reps from both committees were
also engaged in LTP and 3 Waters.
The 3 Waters Review team
presented in Wairoa, Hastings,
Napier & CHBDC where reps were
in attendance. Project-related
(Tūtira & Whakakī FWIF, Mohaka
PC, Whakatipu Mahia) meetings
were also held over this period.

Budget Code +
Name
876 Contingency
Funding Support
895 Community
Engagement &
Communications

896 EnviroSchools

Status

Commentary

Finance team project and has no
budget.
The MarComms team is fully
resourced. It gave support to the
ongoing TANK Plan consultation (MayAugust), the Bee Card public transport
launch and rates communication (both
August-September), with a video series
being developed to profile Councillors
ahead of the Long Term Plan.
Internal time was underspent, offset
by additional external costs invested
ahead of the Q2 climate action and
summer season comms campaigns.
The total budget is on track.
Environmental Education delivery is on
track and the Enviroschools
programme is fully-resourced. PostCOVID there has been a resurgence of
activity and engagement with teachers
and students. Environmental
Education was underspent due to
COVID-19 restrictions being
maintained at the start of Q1. The
budget will be on track, following
activities and events planned for Q2-3.

HBRC has
the internal
capability
and capacity
to engage
effectively
with
Tāngata
Whenua.

An annual
programme to
improve cultural
competency for staff
and councillors is
resourced, developed
and implemented.
Target: Achieved

HB Inter-council (5) network Te
Kupenga completed content
appraisal for new digital cultural
App. BETA version will be tested
2nd week of November with
proposed launch 20 Nov 2020.
Destined for all council & staff
mobile phones the app will provide
cultural competency uplift incommon with HB relevant
language, cultural reference points,
waiata, karakia and general
knowledge. Te Reo language
courses were run to the end of Q1
provided by EIT. A review of
student drop-off, limited scheduling
flexibility and tutor availability
caused these to stop. Other
language learning options will be
investigated. All Regional Council
committee meetings start and
finish with karakia. Tuirina Wehi, a
local composer, was contracted to
compose a waiata for HB councils.
This will be loaded into the digital
app. Kia Maia engaged to provide a
modular cultural learning
framework.

874 - Tangata
Whenua
Engagement

Underspend in external cost is due to
RPC & MC directors (Tāngata Whenua
representatives) fees being coded
elsewhere. This is now charted
correctly from Governance to Māori
Partnerships and the Q1 variance will
be retrospectively addressed. Director
representation on RPC, MC and
council's EICC, C&S, Hearings,
Transport, Clifton to Tangoio Coastal
Hazards committees plus projectrelated e.g. RWS and external driven
fora e.g. Three Waters is forecasting a
$79k overspend by year-end. With
Technology and enhanced budget
management this represents a more
accurate and true cost for this activity
line. This projected cost over-run is
also influenced by a remuneration
review which was only resolved in
April 2020 with increased fees
approval [Strategic Pay review] and no
budget-line adjustment.

*Investment Performance Objectives [excerpt from Statement of Investment Policy and Objectives (SIPO)] Council’s Fund is targeted to earn a return at least
equal to a real return (after inflation and fees) of 4.5% in Year 1 and 5.0% per annum in Year 2 and beyond. All returns are assessed in NZD.
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3.2

Strategic Planning

There are three activities within Strategic Planning Group of Activities (GOA):




Strategy
Planning
Sustainable Regional Development

Activity: Strategy
Level of Service
Statement
HBRC will keep
informed about
organisational,
local, regional,
national and
international issues
and trends,
periodically
develop a high
quality and
relevant Strategic
Plan and align the
organisation to
deliver on strategic
outcomes.

Level of Service
Measure
Annual reporting to
council on the
development
and/or
implementation of
the Strategic Plan
to maintain its
currency and
relevance.
Target: Achieved

Status

Commentary
The refreshed Strategic Plan was
adopted by Council in June
2020. Work is underway to
incorporate the 24 Strategic
Plan outcomes into an
organisation performance
dashboard. The dashboard links
the SPOs with the relevant level
of service measures and to
budget codes to show what
work is contributing to their
achievement. More work is
required to make the SPOs
measurable and to set
intermediate outcomes for long
term goals e.g. By 2050 there
are 50% less contaminants from
urban and rural environments
into receiving waterbodies.

Budget Code Status
+ Name
190 Strategic
Development
and
Execution

376 - Future
Farming
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Commentary
Highlights for the Strategy and
Performance Team included the
adoption and publication of the 202021 Annual Plan, production of the Q4
Org Performance Report and producing
the non-financial information for the
2019-20 Annual Report. In addition,
several milestones were completed in
the development of the 2021 Long
Term Plan. Project management
training of staff and evolution of the
project management tools and
templates was put on hold due to a
vacancy.
The budget is yellow as it was
underspent by 22% due to an unfilled
vacancy and lower than expected
external costs related to project
management training being put on
hold.
The Future Farming Trust presented to
Council on 29 July 2020. It has received
two grants to date and is due to invoice
us for the third and final contribution.

995C Regional
Water
Security
Scheme
CAPEX

Project team is currently preparing the
RFP for Heretaunga storage site
technical feasibility with work expected
to commence in early January '21
across three potential dam sites.
External managed aquifer recharge
experts have been engaged following
Tenders committee approval and they
are currently concluding a preferred
site shortlisting process with a view to
securing landowner agreement for the
establishment of a pilot trial.

Activity: Planning
Level of Service
Statement

Level of Service
Measure

HBRC develops and
maintains clear and
appropriate
policies that
promote the
sustainable
management of the
region's natural
and physical
resources and
protects the
community from
resource
management
related risks.

Compliance with
statutory
timeframes for
RMA planning
documents

21

Target: Achieved

Status Commentary

No known failures to comply with
statutory timeframes during the
20/21 Q1 relating to preparation
and review of RMA planning
documents. In Q1, for PC7
(Outstanding Waterbodies),
summary of decisions requested
in submissions was released and
further submissions invited. 18
further submissions were received
and hearing scheduled to
commence 30 Nov 2020. TANK
Plan (PC9) extended submission
deadline closed in August and 241
submissions were received.

Budget
Code +
Name
191 Regional
Coastal
Plan

Status

Commentary

RCEP Effectiveness report was
completed and prepared for presenting
to the Regional Planning Committee
meeting in October 2020. Work
continued on the Clifton to Tangoio
Coastal Hazard Management Strategy.
The policy and consenting implications
of the Strategy's preferred options were
reported on using a Consultant. Policy
team is maintaining a watching brief on
that Coastal Strategy project work as it
continues to progress.
Costs associated with work to prepare
RCEP effectiveness review was in
previous reporting periods. Modest
amount of Policy staff time spent in

192 Strategy &
Planning
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2020/21 Q1 on the Clifton-Tangoio
Coastal Hazards Strategy project. Work
assessing policy and consenting
implications for the coastal strategy
project had been outsourced to
consultants during previous reporting
periods.
This project is under budget for year to
date.
PC7 (OWB) & TANK (PC9) continue to be
the principal focus of the policy work
programme, but work on Mohaka
catchment planning is also increasing.
RPC agreed to appoint commissioners
to hearings panels for PC7 (Outstanding
waterbodies) and TANK Plan Change 9.
RPC also agreed not to proceed with
focused plan change to recalibrate
nutrient model limits within the Tukituki
catchment. Policy staff have been
summarising 241 submissions received
on TANK Plan, plus also preparing
comprehensive hearing report for PC7
hearing scheduled to commence on 30
November. Project scoping underway
reassessing policy planning work
programme to implement multiple new
national policy statements and national
regulations (e.g. freshwater, urban
development and planning standards).
Policy Manager has been covering
responsibilities of vacant Group
Manager position and a senior planner
has been appointed to Acting Transport
Manager during Q1.

192C Strategy &
Planning
CAPEX

194 Response
to Climate
Change
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TANK Plan Change 9 submission period
was extended, so expenditure on
further submission phase and hearings
has been deferred to later in 2020/21
period. PC7 (Outstanding waterbodies)
hearing now scheduled to commence at
end of November so those hearing
expenses also deferred to later in
2020/21 period. Internal staff time was
within pro-rata budget. Hearing
expenses likely to include advertising,
consultants, and legal expenditure, plus
significant staff time.
This is a loan repayment only. Loan was
for funding earlier work on Energy
Futures, plus preliminary preparation of
a RMA plan change to prohibit oil and
gas exploration in HB. That plan change
project was ceased after the Labour-led
Government came into office and
subsequently made policy
announcements about non-issuing of
further oil and gas permits.
HB Climate Change Community
Perceptions survey was undertaken by
independent research company.
Preparations made for launch of Climate
Action Campaign in November led by
Comms Team. Policy staff time involved
in preparation of multiple versions of
coordinated climate change action
proposals for 2021-31 LTP (for council
workshops etc.). Expenditure on
external MarComms services preparing
materials for the climate campaign.

HBRC will
proactively work
with territorial
authorities to
achieve alignment
on policies, plans
and strategies.

HBRC will regularly
submit on national
direction, plan and
consenting
matters.

Planning managers
from HBRC and
territorial
authorities meet at
least twice each
year to discuss and
identify integration
issues; and
improvements to
content and/or
processes for
regional and
district plans.

During 2020/21 Q1, no meeting
held of HB Council Planning
Managers. However, regular
communications with the TLAs'
planning managers is maintained
via various other channels. During
Q1, that involved development of
a joint submission on proposed
national air quality rules, plus
discussions about how the
Government's new national policy
statement on urban development
ought to be implemented in HB.

Target: Achieved
Number of
submissions made
to local and central
government per
annum.

LOSM on track to be achieved.
Three submissions lodged during
Quarter 1. All submissions are
recorded on HBRC website
(#hbrcsubmissions).

Target: Maintain
three year rolling
average. Baseline:
5.67 (3 years to
2017)
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196 Statutory
Advocacy

Central Government-related proposals
eased as General Election date loomed
following an unprecedented 2019/20
year of activity from central government
on resource management-related
proposals. In Quarter 1, a submission
was made jointly with HB TLAs on
proposed review of National
Environmental Standard for Air Quality.
Several submissions on local consent
proposals (160+ dwelling development
in Napier and a sub-marine pipe
protection). Policy staff involved in
coordinating Council's participation in
Environment Court's proceedings on the
Ngaruroro WCO application; and
preparing statement of evidence
regarding upcoming hearing in High
Court relating to priority applications
under Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai
Moana) Act.
During 2020/21 Q1, staff time currently
within pro-rata budget, but external
expenditure in Q1 includes large
amount of legal fees that exceed prorata budget. Services of external legal
services required for Council's ongoing
involvement in two streams of court
proceedings.

Activity: Sustainable Regional Development
Level of Service
Statement
HBRC will coinvest in regional
economic
development
organisations for
the benefit of the
Hawke's Bay
economy.

Level of Service
Measure
Funding contracts
with approved
performance targets
and reporting
requirements are in
place for HB Tourism,
Matariki REDs and the
Regional Business
Partners Programme.
Target: Achieved

Status Commentary
Funding contracts with KPIs in place.
Hawke’s Bay Tourism
Given the COVID-19 environment,
Hawke’s Bay Tourism turned all focus
and resource to domestic tourism and
marketing. The Hawke’s Baycation
campaign - among others, was launched
and very successful – with domestic
tourism and retail spend performing
well above this time last year. Results
from a membership survey showed
almost 50% of tourism businesses have
made some staff reductions as a result
of income – however many businesses
remained upbeat and reported better
numbers than anticipated.
Additional funding for regional tourism
organisations was received from MBIE,
and invested in destination
management & planning, industry
capability building & product
development, and domestic marketing.
Some key events were postponed –
including the September marathon
(now May 21), however future events
are being planned with increased
confidence.
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Budget Code Status
+ Name
179 Economic
Development

Commentary
See LOSM commentary.

Matariki – established a Recovery
Taskforce to support the strategy post
COVID-19 and drought, with a recovery
planning lens and focus.
This group has re-prioritised the existing
programme of action and activities as a
result, and key recovery focus areas
were established:
 Horticulture & Viticulture
Sector Labour Supply Concerns
 Construction & Infrastructure
Sector Pipeline & Integrated
Plan
 Workforce Planning – Future
Workforce & Rangatahi
 Data & Analytics
Regional Business Partners (RBP)
The RBP programme continued to
perform above expectations throughout
the quarter, with COVID-19 recovery
funding supporting a total of 940
Hawke’s Bay businesses - issuing
capability vouchers worth $1,553,152.
Top sectors the RBP worked with were
other services, accommodation & food,
construction, retail, agriculture &
forestry, and manufacturing.
This funding is due to come to a close
end of October / mid-November 2020 –
with the two additional fixed term
employees also finishing up at this time.
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3.3

Integrated Catchment Management (ICM)

There are three activities within Integrated Catchment Management Group of Activities (GOA):




Science and Information
Catchment Management
Biodiversity and Biosecurity

Activity: Science and Information
Level of Service
Statement
HBRC will
monitor and
provide
accurate and
timely
information to
decision makers
and the
community on
the State of the
Environment
(SOE) for
Hawke’s Bay.

Level of Service
Measure
A 5-yearly State of the
Environment
Monitoring Report is
produced along with
annual scorecards and
monthly updates.
Results are made
available primarily
through digital media.
Target: Achieved
SOE monitoring
programmes are in
place and results are
published on HBRC
and LAWA websites
for Climate and Air
Quality, Surface
Water, Groundwater,
Land Science, The
Coast
Target: Achieved
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Status Commentary

Budget Code
+ Name
5-yearly report has been published
153 - State of
(https://www.hbrc.govt.nz/documents- the
and-forms/details/10254 ) and
Environment
delivered to Council via a workshop.
Reporting

The Environmental Information team
delivered the SoE monitoring
programmes to schedule and relevant
data was captured, checked and
uploaded to websites. Some vandalism
occurred at sites. Where equipment
was stolen, the equipment has been
replaced and more safety measures
have been put in place.

315 - Surface
Water Quality

Status Commentary
Preparation is on track for SoE
synthesis reporting next year.
Spend for this project will escalate
towards end of year.

Workstream is on track. Routine
monthly monitoring of 92 river
sites and 5 lakes by the water
quality and ecology field team
continues. Freshwater quality and
ecology science support continues
for Tūtira and Waikōpiro FIF
workstreams (including a
constructive hui with northern
Tūtira landowners). Monitoring
design for the ecosystem health
programme this summer has been

320 - Surface
Water
Quantity

325 - Ground
Water Quality
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completed, utilising as many
existing SOE sites as possible.
Ecosystem health paper focusing
on the Tukituki has been published
(led by Cawthron).
Budget discrepancy stems from
being slightly 'under' in staff time,
and considerably 'over' in income.
The data collection teams have
completed relevant monitoring
and data has been collected on
time and to relevant standards for
the SoE water quantity program.
No major rain events have allowed
data to be collected at all sites.
Budget still on track despite being
over this period. No concerns as
business has continued as usual
over this time.
Hydrology and Hydrogeology:
•undertaken groundwater level
and quality sample monitoring of
the regional groundwater systems.
•supported GNS Science with field
work locating appropriate
groundwater wells and surface
water sites for isotope
investigation and the collection of
samples as part of the MBIE
funded Heretaunga Plains
groundwater model research
programme.
•Accommodating changes to the
groundwater monitoring
programme review to include

330 - Ground
Water
Quantity
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suggestions from the peer
reviewer.
•Supporting the Regional Water
Strategy with the Managed Aquifer
Recharge work programme for
Central Hawke’s Bay and field
programmes.
The pro-rata external costs are
underspent due to the review of
the groundwater quality
programme coming into effect
with several wells no longer on the
sampling programme. This will
change over the next quarter as
new monitoring wells are brought
onto the groundwater quality
sampling programme.
This project mainly involves time
from Resource Technicians to
measure and process data, and
time from Scientists to analyse and
report on data. Groundwater
levels have continued to be
measured over Q1 without
disruptions. This information has
been reported monthly, both
internally and externally, and
published on HBRC and LAWA
websites in accordance with
Council's level of service measure.
The over expenditure in this
project is primarily driven by costs
associated with staff time. This
comes mainly from under
budgeted Resource Technician

331 - Coastal
Quality
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time. Budgets for Scientist time
and external expenditure are on
track.
Actions in this project include
monthly estuarine water quality
monitoring, 6-weekly nearshore
coastal monitoring, and sand dune
and seagrass monitoring. We have
begun the pre-season work for the
recreational water quality project
which begins on November 2 2020.
External expenditure is lower than
pro-rata budget due to much of
the work being seasonal (January April). External expenditure is
expected to be on budget by year
end with project objectives met.
Internal time in this project is
underspent due to not having the
physical resources that have been
budgeted (1.75 FTE physical vs 2.4
FTE budgeted). This budget has
been reallocated in Year 1 of the
LTP to match physical resources
throughout the science section.
Internal time is likely to be
underspent due to staff member
taking maternity leave in Q3 and
Q4 of 2020FY, reallocation of funds
has been made to support student
time and consultant time to
support remaining staff member
however overheads have remained
stable so are still budgeted for
within the project.

931C –
Marine
Equipment
CAPEX
339 - Land
Science
Research &
Investigations
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This activity covers depreciation of
the Marine and Coast equipment
including the HAWQi buoy and
sensors.
The Land science team is
continuing to support
Policy/planning, catchment
management, consents and
compliance and others within the
Council. We are continuing our
assessment of the riparian
condition of the Tukituki
Catchment with 68 sites visited.
The statistical modelling of this
collected data is ongoing. Work is
also underway to characterise the
Nuhaka slip with a field visit and
drone survey taking place. All
other projects are also on track
Land science often sees an
increase in spending in the second
half of the financial year due to
seasonal conditions i.e. more field
work and monitoring is carried out
in the summer months so this
underspend is expected and not a
concern.

340 - Land
Monitoring

935C – Land
Science
Equipment
CAPEX

333 - 3D
Aquifer
Mapping

334 - LiDAR
Mapping
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The Land Science team are
currently carrying out the annual
wetland monitoring programme.
We have also updated the SedNet
model and produced the latest and
most detailed land use map for the
Council. All of these projects and
others are on track. Most of the
land science spending occurs in the
second half of the year due to
seasonal conditions therefore the
underspend is as expected and not
a concern.
The Land Science team use this
budget for hobo loggers for the
wetland monitoring programme
and also looking to invest in wind
erosion monitors in collaboration
with the Air Quality team. It is
usual and expected that this
money will be spent later in the
financial year.
The Hydrology Science team
continue to progress the 3D
aquifer mapping project, with
work continuing largely on track.
Budget on track for 3D Aquifer
mapping support.
COVID-19 shutdown has delayed
the regional wide LiDAR mapping
project. The progress has been
further impinged by faults with
supplier’s equipment which has
resulted in areas over which data
has already been acquired needing

to be redone, and the said data not
being suitable for supply to
Council. Positive progress is
scheduled and expected during Q2
FY21.
No financial milestones have been
realised this quarter. Data
acquisition activities will
recommence during Q2 FY21 and
along with this fulfilment of further
financial milestones.
Council maintains its
International
Organisation for
Standardisation (ISO)
9001-2015
accreditation for data
collection, analysis
and storage.

HBRC will
undertake
targeted
science
research and
investigations
on matters
relevant to
policy
development to
inform the
Council and
stakeholders.
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Target: Achieved
The Science team
develops and
implements an annual
work programme in
line with plan change
requirements
Target: Achieved

The Environmental Science,
Environmental Information, Consents,
Compliance and Harbourmaster have
focused their efforts on overseeing
their team’s area of the Quality
Management System in preparation for
the annual review of the ISO 9001:2015
accreditation due on 19/20 October
2020.
Work briefs have been completed and
project planning progressed. Focus for
the Science section is preparation for
SoE Synthesis reporting in 2021-22 and
informing the TANK and regional
planning processes

182 Unspecified
Research &
Grants
310 Regional
Groundwater
Research
311 Regional
Surface
Water
Research &
Investigations

On track.
Spending generally increases as
invoices are received near end of
year
Modelling work is on track.
Spend generally increases near end
of year
Hydrology and Hydrogeology:
•have supported Lincoln Agritech
with field work (scoping and
liaison) locating appropriate drill
sites for the research programme
of the Ngaruroro River braided

system (surface water –
groundwater interaction).
•working in preparation for the
Heretaunga Plains river system
concurrent gauging programme
that runs over the summer
months.
•researched and assessed
(i)
Potential
Evapotranspiration (PET)
contribution to
groundwater recharge,
(ii)
soil moisture, and
(iii)
generation of sediment
loads within our river
systems and possible
modelling options.
•Provide R script to support data
processing for continuous and
discrete data sets from the HAWQi
monitoring station.
The annual budget for external
costs has largely been spent in the
first quarter to support our
contribution to the MBIE braided
rivers project that is managed by
Lincoln Agritech. This is a research
programme that HBRC has
committed to in understanding
surface water-groundwater
interaction of braided rivers using
the Ngaruroro River as a case
study. There are no outstanding
payments to this project.
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312 Freshwater
Ecology
Investigations
(Projects)

313 - Coastal
Water Quality
Research &
Investigations
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All work is on track. Freshwater
quality and ecology provided
science support focused on
Mohaka plan change and Tukituki
implementation workstreams. A
fish hub has been developed for
the HBRC website which includes
an intramap with fish information
available for the likes of farm plan
providers and consent applicants.
This project includes a large
unbudgeted contribution from
Fonterra to build a wetland in the
Tukipo catchment, which will
happen this summer. Hence it
looks very under budget.
Current work undertaken includes
follow-up work on estuarine
condition, saline intrusion, subtidal
habitat mapping and collaboration
with HBMaC and Sustainable Seas.
Although the Sustainable Seas
stage 2 has not yet been initiated,
work has been extensive in
finalising the stage 1 report and
co-developing the proposal for
stage 2. Work in Q1 includes the
development of a Bayesian
Network for Hawke's Bay estuaries
including scenario testing
reductions in specific stressor
states, and modelling of the
influence of Hawke's Bay rivers on
coastal water quality. Saline
transition zone mapping will be

HBRC will
reduce harmful
air pollution
and comply
with the
National
Environmental
Standard (NES)
for Air Quality.
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Number of
exceedances of PM10
in the Napier and
Hastings Air sheds
Target: Napier 1;
Hastings 3

There have been no exceedances of
the NES for PM10 in the Napier and
Hastings air sheds since the start of the
FY. Hastings measured 50.14 on one
occasion (the limit is 50) but for the
purposes of MfE reporting, values are
rounded to whole numbers, taking the
Hastings measure to 50 and therefore
not exceeding the limit.

341 - Air
Quality

undertaken for the Mohaka River
following a large fresh, and
subtidal habitat mapping is
ongoing on the Wairoa Hard.
Expenditure is lower than pro-rata
budget due to the majority of
projects being seasonal (January April). Internal time is lower than
the pro-rata budget as the
Sustainable Seas stage 2 project
has not yet been initiated.
Internal time may be under budget
at year end due to staff member
taking maternity leave.
PM10 monitoring in the Napier,
Hastings and Awatoto air sheds
has met the performance
objectives of 95% data capture and
75% valid data. Monthly PM10
reporting and data processing are
complete for the FY to date.
Costs are currently on track with
the largest external cost to date
being a final payment for an
Emissions Inventory that was
started last FY and completed this
FY. The other main external cost
expected this FY is for a roadside
monitoring programme starting
next winter and for which payment
isn't expected to occur until June
2021.

929C – Air
Quality
Equipment
CAPEX

Number of clean heat
systems installed
annually under
financial assistance
programme
Target: 1000
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At the end of the first quarter 2020/21
the programme is on track to deliver
1000 financial support packages

342 - Healthy
Homes
Initiatives
AND
342C Healthy
Homes
Initiatives
CAPEX

Expenditure on air quality
equipment is waiting on direction
from the Ministry for the
Environment on the types of
instruments that will be compliant
with the new NES regulations that
are expected to come into force
later in 2021.
At the end of the Q1 the
Heatsmart programme had
processed 31 insulation loans, 41
Clean heat loans, and 131 grants
for the replacement of fires. The
Sustainable Homes programme
had delivered 33 packages for
double glazing, 5 for water
storage, 127 for clean heat, 71 for
ventilation systems, 24 for solar pv
and 43 for solar hot water.
Combined the programmes
delivered 506 packages in the first
quarter. Internal costs are below
budget as there has been no
requirement for executive time
input, computer services and the
enviro science support yet this
year. External costs and income
are over budget as expected for
the busiest quarter in the year,
with external costs to pay service
providers reflecting high seasonal
demand. The income over budget
reflects the early settlement of old
loans, as well as the new loans
added to the loan book. The over

HBRC will
encourage
efficient and
effective water
use to maximise
the benefits of
the water
allocated and
comply with
regulations
under the RMA
for measuring
and reporting
water takes

Percentage of consent
holders with water
meters operating
using telemetry or
web/text systems
Target: 90%

Total water consented
as a percentage of the
allocation limit for
each significant water
resource (Tukituki).*
Note: Additional rivers
will be added as
allocation regimes are
set through catchment
based plan changes to
give effect to NPS FM>
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As at 30 September 2020 84% of
consents were reporting using web or
telemetry. Adding in consents where
the take is tamper tagged of 10.5%
(and the consent is not being used at
this time) we had a total of 94.5%. All
takes 20L/sec and over will have to
have telemetry installed by September
2022. So far over half (55.7%) already
have telemetry installed.

395 - Water
Information
Services

Surface water is allocated to the limit.
(Note allocation set by PC6 and
measured as L/s rather than m3/week).
Consents are expiring and allocation
rates and volumes are being reviewed.
This may free up water. Applications
have been made in anticipation of this.

314 - Water
Efficiency

budget income reflected the prior
year high volume of packages
delivered in 19/20 and the start of
repayments.
WIS team have met most targets
and with the Technical Advisor
now on board a start has been
made catching up on notifications
for re verification of meters. The
Daisy to Iris transfer is still
progressing. Financials are still a
work on and help has been
requested to get this project
correct.

0.4 FTE working on this. Continued
work with Aqualinc to better
assess water use for properties
with high water tables and finalise
user manuals. Case study work
undertaken to assess and quantify
water saving potential from
irrigation system maintenance,
data use and scheduling to be used
in later water efficiency
campaigns. Initiated review on
water efficiency work done in the
last 10 years. Assistance offered to
Ruataniwha water users to share
learnings from the "Maximising the
Value of Irrigation" project.

Activity 3.2 Catchment Management
Level of Service
Statement
HBRC will
partner with
Tāngata
Whenua and
community
groups in
identified
priority areas to
achieve land
and water
outcomes.

Level of Service
Measure
Annual reporting to
council on
engagement, actions
and impacts within
priority areas.

HBRC will work
with farmers,
growers and
industry to
transfer
knowledge on
environmental
risks and
impacts, and
support the
adoption of

Percentage of land
area (by catchment)
that operates under
a Farm Environment
Management Plan or
an independently
audited industry
good management
practice framework
as required under
the RRMP.
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Target: Achieved

Status

Commentary
Staff have been engaging
individual land owners in priority
areas as part of the wider Erosion
Control Scheme but momentum
and focus in priority areas has
slowed as a more regional
approach to scheme delivery
taken. Work is still happening in
priority areas with a trial wetland
design being developed for
nitrogen reduction in the Tukipo,
and through both Freshwater
Improvement Fund projects with
staff engaged with the
community/tāngata whenua in
the Tutira and Whakaki priority
areas to seek unified agreement
on the delivery of work.
Achieved, there are only a few
small house lots/lifestyle areas
that Compliance are following up
with.

Budget Code +
Name

378 - FEMPs

Status

Commentary

The FEMP team lodged 26 new
low-intensity properties in the
system. Data quality checking of
farm boundaries within the low
intensity framework was
completed by geo-reference
tool. Progression with a digital
platform for farm auditing 90%
complete.
The expenditure over the period
involved internal stakeholders in

good
management
practice onfarm to achieve
smart,
sustainable land
use.

Target: Tukituki –
100%

the compliance team in farm plan
auditing.
378C - FEMPs
CAPEX

351 - Te Waiu o
Tutira

352 - Ahuriri
Estuary Protection
& Enhancement
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Capex for farm plans to be on an
interest free three year loan has
not yet been advertised nor taken
up from any landowners.
The Project is managed by the
Catchment Management Delivery
Team. Delays have been
experienced with the project as
we proceed with
stakeholder/tāngata whenua
engagement relating to certain
high cost project deliverables
which we hope to resolve in the
near future. The successful
planning and delivery of on farm
works (planting, fencing etc.) have
continued during the quarter as
the project subsidy scheme is
implemented. An increased
expenditure of this budget will be
expected as we navigate through
the engagement process.
This project is managed by the
Catchment Management Delivery
Team. Early in the year the project
is largely focused on planning onground work and fencing. The
majority of the on-ground work
associated with this project is then
completed from April through to
June as this aligns with the winter
planting season.

Budget on target.
353 - Lake
Whatuma
Protection &
Enhancement

354 - Whakaki Lake
Protection &
Enhancement

355 - Marine
Protection &
Enhancement
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No advancement on ownership of
the lake which has stalled
protection and enhancement
actions and budget spend. After
an introductory meeting Iwi are
now dealing directly with the lakes
majority owners to seek an agreed
way forward. No actions, hence no
budget spend.
The Catchment Management
Delivery team is experiencing
delays as we proceed with
stakeholder/tāngata whenua
engagement relating to a number
of deliverables which we hope to
resolve during the year. The
previous project manager resigned
with a new catchment advisor
stepping into this space on a parttime basis.
An increased expenditure of this
budget is expected during the year
as we navigate through this
engagement.
Contracting is underway for the
2020/21 mulitbeam survey of the
Mahia Peninsula. Additionally,
contracting has been completed
for the coastal bird survey which
will be undertaken between
November 2020 and January 2021.
External expenditure for this

HBRC will
encourage
through
subsidy,
education,
working with
industry and
recording and
reporting
riparian planting
and fencing,
wetland
protection and
afforestation to
improve soil
conservation
and water
quality.
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Additional area of
highly erodible land
planted in trees (ha).
Target: 2000Ha of
land under cover

Expected to be off target but
steadily improving as shown
below. Catchment Delivery Team
is starting to make good traction
in this area - budget and
plants/fencers will be limiting
factors to continued growth CRM
data shows 590 ha of erodible
land in trees this quarter.
 590 ha of erodible land in
trees (3rd year Q1)
 667 ha of erodible land in
trees (2nd year of ECS,
includes COVID-19 period)
 94 ha of erodible land in
trees (1st year of ECS)

379 - Erosion
Control Scheme

379C - Erosion
Control Scheme
CAPEX
306 - Erosion
Control Scheme
Booster

project is not yet spent due to
surveys not scheduled until
February 2021, however this
project is expected to be on time
and on budget.
Phasing of costs and timing of
activities across the year impact
on variances. Programme is
gaining momentum and will need
to be carefully managed so
approved projects stay within
annual budget.
Recoveries still to be processed
from the Hill Country Erosion Fund
(~ $370k) Phasing of remaining
committed activities to be
managed so as not to exceed
budget this year.
This is the loan repayment budget.

This MPI Hill Country Erosion Fund
funded project provides 'booster'
funding to the Erosion Control
Scheme delivered by the
Catchment Delivery team. A new
role was filled in this quarter, the
HCE Workshops and Works
Coordinator. This role is tasked
with the planning and delivery of
15 workshops (7 for landowners
and community and 8 for HBRC
staff and rural professionals
including a Maori Capability
workshop) each year of the

388 - Northern
Hawke's Bay
Activity
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project and also will be involved in
the administration each winter of
orders and deliveries of poles
produced at the HBRC Pole
nursery. Another 2 ISCO sediment
monitor installations were
completed with 3 in progress.
There are 7 monitors operational
and ready to capture samples
during high rain events. Poles
produced at the HBRC nursery
were delivered to farms for
planting during this winter season
and inspections done of works
completed so grants could be
paid.
The budget appears to be well
over-budget for two reasons;
firstly, the timing difference of
when the funding is received from
MPI and when the works being
funded are undertaken, inspected
and the grants paid out and
secondly, with funds received in
the last financial year for capital
expenditure has been bought
forward for the remaining ISCO
installations.
This project is worked on a CostRecovery type basis and is on
track.
An activity report for the 19/20
financial year was presented to
the Maori Committee 9
September. Activity has included

381 - Soil
Conservation
Nursery
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supporting the progression of PGF
Shovel Ready projects at Nuhaka
River Road and Rahui Bridge
replacement. Progressing
resolution to issues at Mahanga
and supporting the Mohaka Plan
Change process. A tripartite
meeting between Tatau Tatau o Te
Wairoa, WDC & HBRC to consider
a research proposition from
Manaaki Whenua was held and
talks are continuing. 26 meetings
were held over this period with
different PSGE's, Maori Trusts,
entities and Marae.
Pro-rata estimates of expenditure
at 90% spent at this point, which
isn't what was intended
We have had unbudgeted capex
approved to replace the nursery
tractor and the harvest chainsaws
which were at the end of their
lives. The chainsaws have been
purchased and the type of tractor
that would be fit for purpose for
nursery activities is being finalised.
Interviews for a new nursery
manager (employed through the
Works Group) have been
conducted and the successful
applicant starts on 2 November.
YTD costs includes inventory
balance of sleeves not yet sold
($140k). YTD running costs in line
with expectations. Sales of 2021

389 - Catchment
Policy
Implementation
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poles start June 2021 - YTD pro
rata of the budget does not
account for this.
Recruitment for positions in this
team was delayed to help overall
financial impact for council in this
constrained year. This has resulted
in a delay to planned work in
priority Tukituki and TANK subcatchments. Recruitment is now
underway. An application to the
Freshwater Improvement Fund to
leverage and further boost this
work was completed and
submitted in this quarter. The
outcome of that is expected in
mid-November. Farm
Environmental Management Plan
work has recently shifted into this
team and is reported elsewhere.
Input has been provided to
Mohaka plan change work and
associated engagement with two
sub-catchment groups. Meetings
have been held with various rural
professionals to work through
requirements from the recent
“Essential Freshwater” package.
Main initial concerns are focused
on winter grazing issues.
Connections and input to national
working groups on these issues
continued through this period.
Staff appointments planned for
this year have been delayed which

383 Tukituki/Southern
Catchments
303 - Tagasaste SFF
Project
Additional
kilometres of
riparian margin
protected annually
to reduce sediment,
nutrient and/or
bacterial
contamination of
water

Expected to be off target but
steadily improving Catchment
team is starting to make traction
in this area - Protected = both
sides of the stream. 19 km of
stream protected Q1.
 19 km total (3rd year Q1)
 27 km total (2nd year of ECS)
 8 km total (1st year of ECS)

384 - Riparian
Planting
Programme

has resulted in underspend in
external costs due to delay in
programme of work.
Budget on track. Underspend in
internal time from external teams.
No commentary provided.
This code was set up to track costs
associated to riparian/native plant
purchases only and has a neutral
revenue and expenditure budget
attached to it. Recovery of plants
still to be processed for Wairoa.

Target: 100km
Activity 3.2 Biodiversity and Biosecurity
Level of Service
Statement
HBRC will work
with partners and
stakeholders to
implement the HB
Biodiversity
Strategy and
Action Plan so
biodiversity is
enhanced, healthy
and functioning.
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Level of Service
Measure
Additional number
of targeted
priority sites
where biodiversity
is actively
managed.
Target: 1-2

Status Commentary
Two new sites are in the final stages
of planning, totalling approximately
6km of deer fencing.

Budget Code
+ Name
662 Biodiversity

Status Commentary
The Biodiversity team have begun
weed maintenance at existing
Ecosystem Prioritisation sites. Two
new sites are in the final stages of
planning, totalling approximately 6km
of deer fencing. Fencing is planned to
initiate in February 2021. These two
new projects will be completed in
partnership with QEII, Fonterra and
landowners. Budget is on track.

662C Biodiversity
CAPEX

338 Biodiversity
Strategy

HBRC will
undertake
research, and
implement and
review regional
pest management
plans that improve
biodiversity,
human health and
economic
prosperity.
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Maintain and
implement current
Regional Pest
Management Plan.
Target: Achieved

The Biosecurity team are
implementing this plan, which
contains 23 pest animals, 2 marine
pests, 5 horticulture pests and 33 pest
plants. All programmes contained
within the Plan are currently on track

650 - Plant
Pest Control

Pro rata forecast does not reflect
Biodiversity Expenditure due to timing
of work.
This Biodiversity Capex budget will
contribute to the upcoming fencing
cost for the Ecosystem Prioritisation
programme, due to start in February
2021.
Endangered species database
development (stage 2) is in progress.
Tier 2 biodiversity monitoring
framework development underway,
funded by Envirolink and Biodiversity
Working Group with Landcare
Research being service provider. High
resolution aerial image capturing over
frost flats led by BOPRC is completed,
but image processing has been
delayed due to COVID-19 affecting
service provider (South Africa base).
Wilding pine mapping in HB frost flats
is in progress.
Budget is on track.
In this quarter 13 different pest plants
were managed. These pest
programmes are outlined in the
Regional Pest Management Plan. 12
properties have had privet removed.
Pest plant budget is on track. Pro rata
forecast does not accurately reflect
pest plant programme expenditure.
The majority of contracts will be
completed and paid for by March.

HBRC will provide
effective pest
management
programmes that
improve regional
biodiversity,
human health and
economic
prosperity.

Percentage of
monitored Possum
Control Areas
(PCAs) with a 5%
or less trap catch.
Target: 90%
Decreasing trend
(based on
previous 5-year
average) in the
number of active
rook nests.
Target: Achieved
Percentage of
animal pest
enquiries
responded to
within target
timeframe. (5 days
for rabbits).
Target: 100%
Percentage of
plant pest
inspections and
actions completed
within target
timeframes (see
schedule for
specific plant
pests).
Target: 100%
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The annual Education Monitoring
Programme has now started with
approximately 60% of the Ongaonga
PCA completed (6,192ha’s or 100
Monitoring lines) with an average RTC
of 0.6%.

660 Regional
Animal Pest
Control

The annual rook programme was
initiated on the 2nd Oct 2020. All
operations thus far have gone to plan.
Outcomes will be reported on in the
next quarter.
689 - Pest
Management
Strategies
A total of 20 rabbit inquiries have
been responded to over this period
within the required 5 day time frame

78 rural properties, 247 urban
properties and 14 plant nurseries
were visited during this period. The
following pest plants have been
managed: • Phragmites • Apple of
Sodom • Cathedral bells • Spiny emex
• Chilean needle grass • Wilding
conifers • Woolly nightshade • Privet
• Nassella tussock • Saffron thistle •
White-edged nightshade • Purple
ragwort • Boneseed

The Pest Animal and Predator Free
Hawke's Bay teams programmes,
including rabbits, rooks, possums,
feral goats and predators are
underway. All programmes are on
track at this point
Pest animal budget is on track. Pro
rata forecast does not accurately
reflect pest animal programme
expenditure. The majority of contracts
will be completed and paid for by May
2021.
The Regional Pest Management Plan
has completed its review and is
operational. A LGA section 17a
efficiency and effectiveness review
has been undertaken of a range of
Biosecurity operations within the
RPMP to make sure they are effective
and fit for purpose. A review of the
PCA programme is currently
underway.
Budget for Regional Pest Management
Plan is on track

3.4

Asset Management

There are three activities within Asset Management Group of Activities (GOA):




Flood Protection and Control Works (Rivers, Drainage & Small Schemes)
Flood Risk Assessment and Warning
Open Spaces

Activity: Flood Protection and Control works; (a) Rivers, (b) Drainage and (c) Small Schemes
Level of
Service
Statement
HBRC will
maintain an
effective
flood control
network that
provides
protection
from frequent
river flooding
to
communities
and
productive
land within
designated
flood
protection
schemes in
the
Heretaunga
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Level of
Service
Measure

Status Commentary

Budget Code
+ Name
250 Investigation
s and
Enquires

251 Subsidised
Investigation
s & Minor
Projects
255 Consultancy
Services

261 - River
and Lagoon
Opening

Status

Commentary

The Regional Assets team dealt with many ratepayer
enquires during this period. Advice on particular
items included land tenure on the Mangarau Dam and
rating classification amendments when subdivisions
occur. Enquiries vary over time.
The expenditure is on target.
Schemes Team (Regional Assets) manages project,
tree work carried out by Works Group and various
local contractors. Work carried out as required.

Decision made by GM to discontinue offering
hydraulic modelling consultancy for external parties.
Very little consultancy work has been done over the
past quarter, as the staff are busy working on HBRC
projects.
Schemes Team (Regional Assets) manages project,
works carried out by local contractors as per HBRC
protocol. Intensively managing Nuhaka, Te Ngarue
and Maraetotara due to demand from adjacent

Plains and
Ruataniwha
Plains

The major
flood
protection and
control works
that are
maintained,
repaired and
renewed to
the standards
defined in the
relevant
scheme Asset
Management
Plan and
annual works
program.

The Scheme team controlled
maintenance activities
scheduled for Q1. They also
assisted with asset inspection
(undertaken and led by
Engineering team). The Scheme
team along with Works Groups
also completed some edge
protection work and minor
erosion protection work along
the Ngaruroro river and
Tutaukuri river. All other
scheduled maintenance work is
progressing well as per the
maintenance contract.

Target:
Achieved
Changes to
flood levels of
protection are
consulted on
with the
affected
communities
and delivered
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HBRC received Infrastructure
Reference Group (IRG) funding
which is allowing us to do some
construction work in 2021.
Other milestones (modelling,
engineering options and
conditions assessment) of the
projects are progressing as

265 - Upper
Tukituki
Scheme

265C - Upper
Tukituki
Scheme
CAPEX
286 - HPFCS Rivers
Maintenance

286C - HPFCS
- Rivers
Maintenance
CAPEX
287 - HPFCS Flood &
River Control
287C - HPFCS
- Flood &
River Control
CAPEX

landowners particularly late winter 2020.
Opening cost and frequency trending upwards over
2010 to 2020 potentially due to increased investment,
awareness and responsiveness combined with
environmental factors (river flow, swell, and sea
level).
The Scheme team is managing activities under the
maintenance contract, all of those are carried out as
planned with no issues to report Q1.
The budget is under as its seasonal work and more
spending will be in Q2 and Q4 summer months.
An error occurred and time was booked against Capex
where this should be booked against Opex. This has
been corrected and coded back to Opex.
Schemes Team (Regional Assets) manages project,
maintenance contract carried out by Works Group
and various local contractors as per Asset
Management Plan.
Reduced contractor expenditure than budgeted due
to work not required (provisional sums). Expect to be
on track through remainder of FY.
No capital work is planned under this code.

This is spending for Maraekakaho access road part of
LoS review. Operational budget is to be transferred to
287 Capex.
This is under spent due to Level of Services being
focus on the hydrological modelling, planning and
communication (internal staff or consultant). No
physical work or land acquisition have been
progressed any further.

within agreed
timeframe.
*Current
levels of
protection are
1%AEP (1:100
year return
period) for
both
Heretaunga
Plains and
Upper Tukituki
Schemes.

HBRC will
protect and
enhance the
scheme’s
riparian land
and
associated
waterways
administered
by the
51

Target:
Heretaunga
Plains: Phased
design and
construction.
Upper
Tukituki:
Subject to
consultation
outcome
The ecological
function of
urban streams
is maintained
or enhanced
(source: 6yearly rolling
review and
Ecological
Valuations of

planned with some key
outcomes being presented to
council on the 4th of November
2020.

288 - HPFCS Special
Projects

369 - Gravel
Management

370 - River
Cross
Sections

We are carrying out a number
of tasks associated with targets
within the EMEP. This includes
river bird surveys, pre gravel
extraction inspections and
writing a new Standard
Operating Procedure for eel
rescue. We are currently
reviewing the Ecological
management plans for rivers.

364 Regional
Pathways

364C Regional

Part of this code is Asset Management Reviews which
are currently taking place by the newly appointed
Asset Engineer. Engineering team and the Scheme
team are undertaking ecological management plan
reviews and asset conditions assessment for the flood
assets. The Ecological Management Plans are due to
be finished this FY. The ecologist finished the bird
monitoring for the beach raking.
The internal time is over budget due to more work
required for the Asset Management Plans and
Ecological Management Plan reviews.
The new consent has been challenging to resolve with
a small number of submitters requiring minor
amendments to consent. Pre hearing meetings
ongoing with next meeting scheduled for end of
November.
Actual exceeds forecast due to the ongoing external
costs in processing the new consent.
There has been no change in the resources needed.
Normal river cross section surveys will occur later in
the year.
Internal revenue contributions from gravel extraction
have already been added to budget, but only limited
expenditure on surveying due to surveying being
carried out in summer (drier) months.
Schemes Team and Cycle Network Coordinator
(Regional Assets) manages project, maintenance
contract carried out by Works Group and various local
contractors as required. Spraying and mowing
contract in progress. Signage project, grading. Review
contract and management structure.
Pro rata costs expected to increase through
remainder of FY.
Construction/install signage from Managing the Great
Ride Fund (MGR) app on trails.

Regional
Council for
public
enjoyment
and increased
biodiversity.

River
Ecological
Management
and
Enhancement
Plans (EMEP).

Pathways
CAPEX
363 - Public
Access to
Rivers

Target:
Achieved
HBRC will
maintain an
effective
drainage
network that
provides
drainage
outlet for
rainfall runoff
for
communities
and
productive
land within
the drainage
scheme.

Number of
reported
incidences of
out- ofchannel
flooding
lasting more
than 24 hours
for the design
rainfall runoff
and lesser
events.

Water level remained within
mainstem channel sections. No
significant rainfall events and
low flows. No issues to report.

290 - HPFCS Drain and
Pump Assets

291 - HPFCS Npr/Meeane
e/Puke

Target: Zero

291C - HPFCS
Npr/Meeane
e/Puke
CAPEX
292 - HPFCS Brookfields/
Awatoto
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HBRC Ranger managing public access actively and
intensively. Demand from public for increased level of
service. Extra rubbish collection, upgrade to public
access areas, fencing, and repairs undertaken. Public
access and security review in progress. Intensive
management of Public Access has reduced
requirement for services of security and other
contractors.
All operational work for the HFCS drainage work was
undertaken as per the maintenance contract and no
issues to report.
Staff time and other expenditure are coded under
291, the main code for this activity. An error in
recoding. This has been addressed and fixed.
Schemes Team (Regional Assets) manages project,
maintenance contract carried out by Works Group
and various local contractors as required.
Operational maintenance activities were carried out
as per contract, with additional rubbish removal
required.
Expect pro rata costs to increase through remainder
of FY. Significant renewals programme undertaken
including: Plantation and County Pump Station
renewal in progress.
Expect pro rata costs to increase through remainder
of FY.

Expect pro rata costs to increase through remainder
of FY.

292C - HPFCS
Brookfields/
Awatoto
CAPEX
293 - HPFCS Pakowhai

Expenditure recorded as operating.

293C - HPFCS
- Pakowhai
CAPEX
294 - HPFCS Muddy Creek

Expenditure recorded as operating.

294C HPFCS Muddy Creek
CAPEX
295 - HPFCS Haumoana
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Less Operations Group and Contractor maintenance
expenditure than budgeted due to work not required.

Less Operations Group and Contractor maintenance
expenditure than budgeted due to work not required.
Capital budget for new flood outlet pipe not spent
due to installation delay.
Expenditure recorded as operating.

Expect pro rata costs to increase through remainder
of FY.

295C - HPFCS
- Haumoana
CAPEX
296 - HPFCS Karamu

Expenditure recorded as operating.

296C - HPFCS
- Karamu
CAPEX
297 - HPFCS Raupare/
Twyford
297C - HPFCS
- Raupare/

Includes Ruahapia willow tree mulching that should
be allocated to 282 Karamu Enhancement.

Expect pro rata costs to increase through remainder
of FY.

Pro rata costs expected to increase through
remainder of FY.
Expenditure recorded as operating.

Twyford
CAPEX
298 - HPFCS Tutaekuri/
Moteo
298C - HPFCS
- Tutaekuri/
Moteo
CAPEX
299 - HPFCS Puninga

HBRC will
maintain an
effective
flood control
and drainage
network that
provides
protection
from frequent
flooding to
communities
and
productive
land within
designated
Scheme areas,
including:
- Makara
Flood Control
- Paeroa
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Flood
protection and
drainage
networks are
maintained,
repaired and
renewed to
the key
standards
defined in the
Scheme Asset
management
plan and
annual works
program.
Target:
Achieved

Our flood protection and
drainage networks are
maintained and renewed to the
standards defined in the
relevant scheme Asset
Management Plan. Planned
maintenance and works have
been executed for all schemes
except Opoho. The Opoho
pump station is currently out of
service. We are planning the
upgrade work through the LTP.
We are in need of improving
annual inspections reporting.

299C - HPFCS
- Puninga
CAPEX
240 - Makara
Flood
Control
Scheme
240C Makara
Flood
Control
Scheme
CAPEX
241 - Paeroa
Drainage
Scheme
242 Porangahau
Flood
Control
Scheme
243 Poukawa

Pro rata costs expected to increase through
remainder of FY.
Expenditure recorded as operating.

Pro rata costs expected to increase through
remainder of FY.
Expenditure recorded as operating.

Scheme meeting held with further consultation on
dam silt extraction. Majority of maintenance work to
be done in remaining quarters.
Loan repayment only.

Maintenance work to be carried out in remaining
quarters.
Scheme operating to forecast expenditure/income.

Scheme meeting held.
Scheme operating to approx. forecast

Drainage
- Porangahau
Flood Control
- Ohuia –
Whakaki
Drainage
- Esk River
- Whirinaki
Drainage
- Maraetotara
- Te Ngarue
- Kopuawhara
Flood Control
- Poukawa
Drainage
- Kairakau
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Drainage
Scheme
244 - Ohuia Whakaki
Drainage
Scheme
244C OhuiaWhakaki
Drainage
Scheme
CAPEX
245 - Esk
River Control
Scheme
246 Whirinaki
Drainage
Scheme
247 Maraetotara
River Control
Scheme
248 - Te
Ngarue River
Control
Scheme
249 Kopuawhara
River Control
Scheme
266 - Opoho
River Control
Scheme

expenditure/income.
Repair work to Ohuia Pump Station outlet gate. The
maintenance programme in progress.
Energy expenditure less than budgeted.
No capital budget.

Additional tree work required.

Scheme operating to forecast expenditure/income.

Lower burn piles carried out to support Maraetotara
enhancement planting group.
Scheme operating to forecast expenditure/income.
Scheme operating to forecast expenditure/income.

Scheme operating to forecast expenditure/income.

Engineering team working on scheme design review.
The maintenance programme is in progress as per
schedule except for pump station which is currently

276 Kairakau
Community
Scheme
277 - Wairoa
Rivers and
Streams
Scheme
277C Wairoa
Rivers and
Streams
Scheme
CAPEX
278 - Central
& Southern
Area Rivers
& Streams
Scheme

278C Central &
Southern
Area Rivers
& Streams
Scheme
CAPEX
264 Westshore
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decommissioned. Scheme operating to forecast
expenditure/income.
Agreement of work programme with community to
be reviewed. Review of scheme objectives and work
programme is required. No issues to report.
Includes HBRC Funding Contribution for Matiti
Repatriation Project and Nuhaka River realignment
staff time (WDC capital project).
Nuhaka River realignment consultancy costs (WDC
capital project).

Schemes Team (Regional Assets) and Catchment
Team (Land Management) managing project,
maintenance contract carried out by Works Group
and various local contractors as required. Tree
removal and burn piles carried out as part of
Maraetotara riparian restoration.
Expect costs to appear Q2. Review of planning and
project management proposed to improve capacity to
implement projects.
Internal time recorded as operating expenditure.

The Engineering and Projects teams worked together
on this project. The Engineering team organised the

Coastal
Works

322 - Coastal
Processes
Invgs

survey and determined the quantities of material
required. The project started on time on Sept. 28,
and will continue for up to 5 weeks.
The internal staff time for this project is slightly over
budget, however, most of the work is normally
completed in the first half of the year. Follow up
work may be required later in the year if large swell
events erode the beach faster than normal.
The Engineering team have been progressing the Joint
Coastal Strategy design work stream. This includes
addressing peer review comments and updating the
reports, preparing information for joint committee
meetings and design workshops. The team is also
progressing the Westshore sand disposal consent in
conjunction with Napier City Council. A consultant is
assisting with preparation of the consent documents,
and setting up meetings with local iwi and other
affected parties. The continued workload from the
Joint Coastal Strategy impacts on the budget for
internal time for this project.

Activity: Flood Risk Assessment and Warning
Level of Service
Statement
HBRC provides
reliable warning of
flooding from the
region’s major
rivers to at risk
communities in
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Level of Service
Measure
Percentage of time
that priority
telemetered
rainfall and river
level sites are
operational

Status Commentary
The priority sites have been
operational as anticipated.
The level of service has been
achieved.

Budget Code
+ Name
715 - Flood
Risk
Assessment

Status Commentary
Engineering staff time on this project was used
to perform analysis, liaise with TLAs, answer
queries to do with flood issues, or the risks
associated with flooding.
This budget is underspent due to staff time
being allocated to other projects.

the Wairoa,
Tutaekuri and
Ngaruroro and
Tukituki areas

throughout the
year.

Council provides
accurate and
timely flood
forecasting
information online
to advise the
community on
likely rainfall and
flooding

Percentage of the
region at risk of
flooding from
large rivers,
covered by a flood
forecasting model.

718 - Flood
Warning
System

Target: 98%

Target: 70%

Flood forecasting involve
river models of the following
rivers: Wairoa, Waiau,
Hangaroa, Waikaretaheke,
Waihi, Tutaekuri,
Mangaone, Ngaruroro,
Maraekakaho, Taruarau,
Tukituki (Upper/Mid/Lower),
Waipawa, Mangaonuku,
Tukipo, and Makaretu. The
catchments involved in
these rivers cover about 70%
of the region by area. There
has been no change in the
flood forecasting models.
The target of 70% coverage
has been achieved.

719 - Flood
Forecasting
&
Hydrological
Flow
Management

The Flood warning system has continued to
operate well. Some minor vandalism was
repaired. Several glitches have occurred with
the server and this is being looked at to
prevent further outages.
Time has been spent on other projects for the
first quarter so less has been spent on the
Flood Warning system. The system continues
to operate well and the budget is on track.
Engineering team working on catchment
reviews, hydrodynamic modelling for flood
hazard planning, mapping. Staff worked on Esk
flood model as part of that scheme review.
Expenditure is slightly less than expected on
the flood forecasting project, due to
engineering staff time being spent on other
projects.

Activity: Open Spaces
Level of Service
Statement
HBRC will
maintain, develop,
and provide public
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Level of Service
Measure
Regional parks are
managed to the
key standards

Status Commentary
LoS for all Regional Parks on
track and met. New Asset
Management Plans are being

Budget Code
+ Name
362 Regional Park
Network

Status Commentary
Regional Parks are part of the Open Space
portfolio. Parks are being maintained as
per the level of service criteria set out in

access to existing
Council owned
regional parks and
investigate
affordable new
opportunities for
public enjoyment
of open space for
multi-purpose
benefits

defined in
Individual Park
Plans (IPPs) where
present and / or
the HBRC Regional
Park Network Plan.

developed for better
management and operation of
all Regional Parks assets
(including forests and trails).
Better planning and budgeting
for the future work for parks is
being developed.

Target: Achieved

362C Regional Park
Network
CAPEX

281 Raupare
Enhancement
Scheme

282 - Karamu
Enhancement
Scheme
59

the Regional Park Network Plan.
This budget is overspent by 44%. Reasons
include the following: Hawea Historical
Park maintenance has not been
considered, now included in the new LTP.
An increase in level of service for Te Mata
Peak with caretaker duties now covering
the equivalent of 1FTE (or two caretakers
working 2.5 days each at Te Mata Park).
Works Group daily charge has also
increased from $400 per day to $460 per
day affecting operation costs. New
plantings on the Regional Parks require
additional maintenance.
This is delivered by both the Regional
Project team and the Open Space (Regional
Parks) team. It includes the stage 2
marquee area and overflow car park at
Waitangi Regional Park, Waipatiki Beach
Holiday Park re-roofing project and road /
drainage improvements, and planning for
Stage 3 development at Waitangi Regional
Park.
Expecting to complete all work on time and
to budget.
Carried out by the Open Space team, in
association with Land Care and the
Twyford Irrigators Group.
COVID -19 impact did mean a reduced
planting (use of volunteer labour),
however, a successful planting day was
held.
The Open Space team are delivering as per
the Te Karamu Strategy, with a review due
for December 2020 to cover the Te Karamu

282C Karamu
Enhancement
Scheme
CAPEX
988 - HBRC
Forestry
Estate

988C - HBRC
Forestry
Estate CAPEX
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Implementation Plan.
The first quarter of the FY is used for
planning, consultation and procurement.
There is a bigger spend in the second and
fourth quarters following plant purchase
and over the winter planting period.
Open Space (Regional Parks) team are
currently procuring plants for the coming
winter planting period, so expenditure is
currently under budget with most spending
occurring in Q2 and Q4. Progressing well
for a delivery on time and to budget.
In the last quarter the annual thinning
programme was carried out by Works
Group staff in the off season for river tree
control. General fence repairs, pest control
and other forest maintenance was
ongoing. A New Zealand Farm Forestry
Field Day was held at the Waihapua Forest
and Tangoio Soil Conservation Reserve. A
replanting plan for the Tutira Regional
Forest pine forest was agreed with a
tangata whenua / community working
group to be recommended to Council. Joint
venture forests were inspected and plans
for logging or retirement discussed with
the landowners.
Income is less than budgeted due to Tutira
logging having been delayed and now not
occurring until the 2021-2022 financial year
Road and bridge construction for the Tutira
Forest harvest were not budgeted in the
last LTP and the costs are instead being
funded from Reserves and recouped from
logging revenue once harvest begins.

893 Regional
Infrastructure

373 - Tangoio
Soil
Conservation
Reserve

373C Tangoio Soil
Conservation
Reserve
CAPEX
374 Maungaruru
Tangitu
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Available capital budget shown is for the
Tutira replanting and as harvest and
therefore replanting has been delayed, this
will not be required until the 2022 financial
year.
This is a Finance debt funding and
repayment project with no non-financial
targets. Interest repayments are tracking
to budget and will reduce over the year as
the principal is repaid.
In Q1 ongoing forest maintenance such as
goat and possum control and track cutting
has occurred and a team of students has
been employed for the summer holiday
period. 5 of 8 descend from Tangoio and
Tutira hapu which is a good outcome for
our Mana Enhancing Agreement with the
Maungaharuru Tangitu Trust. Income is
less than budgeted as logging has not yet
begun. This will start in November with
revenue paid from then until
approximately May. Internal time costs are
less than budgeted as summer students
have not yet started work.
Underspent as access road construction
will no longer be managed by HBRC but by
the harvest provider Pan Pac

This workstream refers to an annual
transfer of funds from the Tangoio Soil
Conservation Reserve Fund to a
Catchments Fund for use in soil
conservation projects led by
Maungaharuru Tangitu Trust in partnership

with HBRC. No transfers have been made
for more than two years now as the Trust
has not had capacity to plan and manage
the projects. During the last quarter HBRC
and MTT have agreed a project in principle
and HBRC will play a greater role in
planning and managing.
Underspent as planning is still in early
consultation stages with no expenditure
required at this point.
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3.5

Regulation

There are three activities within Regulation Group of Activities (GOA):




Consents
Compliance and Pollution Response
Maritime Safety

Activity: Consents
Level of Service
Statement
HBRC will process
resource consent
applications in a
timely manner

Level of Service
Measure
Percentage of
resource consents
processed within
statutory
timeframe in
Resource
Management Act.
Target: 100%
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Status Commentary
All applications processed within
timeframes

Budget Code +
Name
402 - Resource
Consents

Status Commentary
Consents are being received and
processed within statutory time
frames. Groups within the TANK
catchment are on hold awaiting TANK
outcomes. Internal time is
underspent. Have been one staff
member down this quarter so under
spend partly reflected by this. A
replacement commences 4 Nov.
External costs are over budget
attributable to higher use of
consultants, including for resolution of
the Te Mata Mushroom Appeal.
Except for the Te Mata Mushroom
costs, these should all be recoverable.
Overall costs are 24% of budget.
Income is under recovered at 21%.
Running close to budget with
expenses. Income slightly under.
Some time and costs will be
associated with Te Mata Mushrooms
which will have no way to cost
recover. Regional land fill and WDC

446 - Appeals
and Objections

470 - Building
Act
Implementation

64

will be billed in the next quarter and
bring in some significant income. No
cause for concern at this stage.
This is the fund for legal costs
associated with appeals. The Te Mata
Mushroom appeal has been through
court mediation and subsequent
meetings of applicant objectors and
HBRC to try and settle the matter.
The matter is likely to be settled but
the costs are exceeding the budget.
To this extent the project is on track
but the budget will be exceeded.
Other costs are still to come for Te
Mata Mushrooms before the matter is
settled. Also other issues may arise
through the year requiring legal
assistance.
The budget is already overspent for
the year. Te Mata Mushroom appeal
has required significant legal support.
It is not possible to project the costs
that will be incurred due to appeals
from year to year. This small
contingency is going to be insufficient
this year.
The compliance team are responsible
for administering the Building Act in
Relation to Dam Legislation.
However, Central Government has not
enacted the dam legislation and there
is still no published timetable for
doing so, no implementation work has
been carried out this quarter.
Waikato Regional Council administers

Policy
Implementation

65

465 - Policy
Implementation
- Regulation

the Dam Safety Inspection Scheme on
behalf of North Island councils.
Waikato Regional Council invoiced the
1st Quarter for administering the
scheme on behalf of North Island
councils.
The Policy Implementation team have
been focused on re-setting the
schedule for Tukituki Land Use
resource consents which were
delayed due to COVID-19, the drought
and a potential plan change which
was subsequently withdrawn. A new
deadline for lodgement of Tukituki
Land Use resource consents has been
set for February 2021. A new
programme of communication and
engagement has been implemented,
including a significant media presence
and community ‘drop-in’ days in the
sub-catchments to ensure the
deadline is met. The Procedural
Guidelines have been updated to
reflect the revised consenting
schedule and to provide further
guidance to the affected landowners
and external stakeholders. A new
NPS-2020 and NES for freshwater
came into effect on 3rd September
2020. The Policy Implementation
team (Regulation) is part of the
Council-wide implementation team
which has been established to coordinate the HBRC response.
Presentations have been made to

external stakeholders on the new
regulations.
Due to the Council’s decision to
withdraw from the proposed plan
change (PC6A) to update Table 5.9.1D,
the implementation pathway for the
Tukituki Land Use resource consents
has had to be re-set. This has required
extra input from the Executive level.
New guidance has also been prepared
to assist the Tukituki landowners with
their understanding of the Tukituki
Land Use resource consenting
process. This guidance has been
prepared by the internal HBRC
drafting team, rather than an external
contractor, resulting in the internal
time being higher than budgeted for.
Significant Over/under recoveries
have also been allocated and these
are not budgeted.
Activity: Compliance and Pollution Response
Level of Service
Statement
HBRC will monitor
consent holders to
ensure compliance
with the resource
consent conditions
imposed to protect
the environment
and human health
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Level of Service
Measure
Percentage of
programmed
inspections/reports
completed each year
as per the adopted
risk-based Compliance
Monitoring Strategy.

Status Commentary
21% of consents to be monitored
as per the risk based assessment
criteria have been completed in
the Q1 Jul-Sep period. This is on
track with the bulk of inspections
due to take place in Q2 and Q3
for the 2020/21 period.

Budget Code +
Name
450 - Compliance
Programmes

Status Commentary
Full monitoring programme
resumed with no restrictions at
Level 1. Commenced annual
reporting for large consents and
winter stormwater consent
monitoring during Q1. Rural
team - all feedlot and winery
consents have been monitored

Target: 100%
Percentage of
monitored consents
which receive and
overall grade of full
compliance.

Monitored consents are largely
compliant with 90-95% achieving
full compliance. Compliance
gradings for the period are
subject to change and are often
reassessed at the end of Q4.

Target: 95%

HBRC will provide a
pollution response
service for public
complaints, reports
of environmental
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Maintain a 24- hour/7
day a week duty
management/pollution
management response
system.

The Pollution Hotline continues
to be staffed by the Pollution
Response Team (two dedicated
Officers and a Team Leader)
during normal working hours.

445 Environmental
Incident Response

last quarter overlapping into
Q1. Dairy monitoring
commenced end of Q1 and
carrying on into Q2 with other
scheduled monitoring. A small
number of landowners have still
not provided us with FEMPS in
the Tukituki despite
encouragement by letters to do
so, and now looking at
enforcement action for those
farmers. Industrial and Urban
team - continue to focus on
normal monitoring noncompliance with stormwater
and trade waste discharges
affecting our urban
environment. Currently
recruiting a senior investigator
to focus on serious noncompliance for consents and
incidents which would
otherwise consume a large
amount of response and
monitoring officer time. Overall
compliance budget is over
budget by $44,000. We have
not done our Q1 billing and are
currently issuing invoices. We
expect to bill $111,000 for Q1.
Pollution Response: Total
number of pollution calls = 280.
Calls by type: Air = 187, Coastal
= 9, Groundwater = 1, Land =
45, Surface water = 38.

incidents and
unauthorised
activities

Target: Achieved

HBRC will
investigate and
manage
contaminated sites
to ensure public
health and safety
and environmental
protection.

A Hazardous Activities
& Industries List (HAIL)
database of potentially
and confirmed
contaminated sites is
maintained.

HBRC will respond
to oil spills within
the Hawke’s Bay
Coastal Marine
boundary and
maintain a Tier 2
Oil Spill Response
Plan, which
identifies priority
areas in HB for

An operative Tier 2 Oil
Spill Plan and a trained
and qualified oil spill
response team is in
place at all times.
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The after-hours service is staffed
by Pollution Response Team plus
an additional five officers from
the Compliance Team, which
works on an eight week rotation.

The hazardous industries and
activities site list is maintained.
Transfer between the access
database and IRIS continues.
Approximately 15% of records
have been migrated.

151 - Hazardous
Waste/Substance
Management

The T2 plan is currently being
fully reviewed (as required on a
3-year basis) Final Draft
complete. The first of two
exercises for this year was
completed mid-September. A
response team is in place at all
times. The number of
responders is currently under
review.

720 - Marine Oil
Spill

Target: Achieved

Target: Achieved

Enforcement: Abatement
Notices issued = 11, Formal
Warnings = 7, Infringement
Notices = 22, Prosecutions
Initiated = 3, Hastings
Demolition was convicted and
fined the amount of $11,900
with ninety percent of the fine
to be paid to the Council in
terms of s 342 of the Act. Legal
fees blow out due to increase in
prosecutions.
Contaminated land is staffed by
compliance officers and
compliance team leaders within
the urban and industrial team. A
similar volume of requests have
been processed compared to
first quarter 2019/20. Work is
progressing on the database
transfer and landfill vulnerability
study. Expected bill for $15,000
has not yet been received for
agrichemical collections. All
other budgets on track.
The Tier 2 oil spill plan is being
reviewed with a final draft
complete. Training exercise held
in September. The budget for
exercising is from Maritime NZ.
Due to COVID 19 there are less
vessels entering NZ ports hence
the budget for training (and
other oil spill response costs)
have been reduced. Spending to

protection in the
event of a major
spill.

date is in line with current
budget allocations.

Activity: Maritime Safety
Level of Service
Statement
HBRC will provide
local navigation
safety control of
shipping and small
craft movements
and provide
navigation aids to
ensure the region’s
navigable waters
are safe for people
to use

Level
of
Service Status Commentary
Measure
Maintain a Maritime
No result or commentary
New Zealand
provided
accredited Hazard
Identification/Risk
Assessment and
Safety Management
System for the Napier
Pilotage Area.
Target: Achieved
Number of maritime
incidents occurring
per year reported to
Maritime New
Zealand in accordance
with regulations.
Target: Maintain or
decreasing trend.
Baseline = 43 (3years
to June 2018)
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No result or commentary
provided

Budget Code +
Name
460 - Navigational
Aids &
Regulations

Status

Commentary
No commentary provided

3.6

CDEM

There are two activities within CDEM Group of Activities (GOA):



Hawke’s Bay CDEM Group
HBRC Emergency Management

Activity: Hawke’s Bay CDEM Group
Level of Service
Statement
The HBCDEM
Group will educate
people about
hazards, increase
natural hazards
knowledge through
research and
provide this
information for risk
reduction
measures including
land use planning,
asset management,
and infrastructure.

Level of Service
Measure
A 5-yearly Hazard
Research Plan is
approved by and
reported on
annually to the
CDEM Group
Coordinating
Executives Group.
Target: Achieved
Percentage of
surveyed residents
that identify
earthquake,
flooding and
tsunami as a major
hazard in Hawke’s
Bay (source: 2yearly SIL
perception survey).
Target: Same or
better result than
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Status

Commentary
Ongoing research to be
commissioned in accordance
with the 10-Year Hazard
Research Plan. In negotiation
with GNS re landslide run-out
modelling for Bluff Hill, Level 3
Modelling for Tsunami and
updating HB tectonic vertical
land movement estimates
(VLM).
Bi-annual survey July 2019
showed the hazard of the
highest concern for residents in
Hawke’s Bay was Earthquake
(74.9%), followed by Flooding
(47.3%) and Tsunami (43.3%).
Next survey due 2021.

Budget Code
+ Name
709 - East
Coast Lab

711 - Hazard
Ident. &
Mitigation

Status

Commentary
East Coast LAB has secured funding
from EQC for two year joint education
project with AF8 with project planning
underway. Working with steering
group on five year review and
planning. Expenditure is in accordance
with project planning.
Hazard Reduction team is
commissioning ongoing research in
accordance with the 10-Year Hazard
Research Plan. In negotiation with GNS
re landslide run-out modelling for Bluff
Hill, Level 3 Modelling for Tsunami and
updating HB tectonic vertical land
movement estimates (VLM). Project
expenditure on track. Contracted
science work paid out in final quarter.

The HB CDEM
Group will increase
readiness, and
ensure a
coordinated and
appropriate
response and
recovery from a
civil defence
emergency to
reduce the impact
on people and
property.

last survey (86%;
58%; 45%)
An operative Group
Plan under the
CDEM Act 2002 is
in place, reported
on annually and
reviewed within
statutory
timeframes by the
Joint Committee.
Target: Achieved

A Group Work
Programme
implementing the
Group Plan
objectives is
approved and
reviewed 6
monthly by the
71

Project plan to review existing
Group Plan was developed and
agreed to by the CEG and Joint
Committee late 2019 year. Work
had commenced on hazard risk
review as per the agreed project
plan. Due to the COVID-19
response commencing in
February and current work on
planning for COVID-19 reemergence, the CEG and the
Joint Committee has determined
that the review is not priority at
this time and the current plan is
fit for purpose. It is also noted
that the National Emergency
Management Agency has also
placed the review of the
National Plan on hold.
Whatever the priority, this
project will need to be reevaluated and project plan
adjusted. The current Plan
remains operative until
replaced.
Technically this is on track as a
Group Work Programme is in
place and has been agreed to by
the Coordinating Executives
Group and reviewed quarterly at
their meetings. However due to
the response to COVID-19
commencing in February with

712 Readiness &
Response

Overall the work program for this
project was impacted by the COVID-19
response. However on the flip side a
number of response infrastructure and
processes were tested. Due to the
urgency of the COVID-19 response and
resurgence planning a number of
lesser priority response infrastructure
and processes were brought forward
and implemented. Overall the work
programme for this area is moving
back to a level of normality.
This variance is due to income from
COVID-19 claims being accrued
forward into 2020/21. We are
awaiting claim approval from NEMS.

713 - Civil
Def & Emerg
Mgmt Coord

Most of the projects and work in this
project were suspended during the
COVID-19 response. Some have been
resumed however the work
programme has been delayed and will
be reviewed over the next few months.
There is likely to be continued
disruption in work related to this

Coordinating
Executives Group.
Target: Achieved

Overall percentage
score from the
Ministry of CDEM
assessment of the
Hawke's Bay CDEM
Group's capability
(source: 5-yearly
assessment).
Target: 80%
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activation occurring on 20
March this plan was reevaluated by CEG and objectives
adjusted accordingly. Priority
has been placed on post COVID19 response reviews,
implementing lessons learnt and
planning for COVID-19
resurgence. The amended work
programme and priorities are
discussed at each CEG meeting the last one being held on 19
Oct. It is likely that the ongoing
response and future recovery to
COVID-19 will impact on existing
work programmes for the next
12-18 months.
The national monitoring and
evaluation programme run by
the National Emergency
Management Agency (MEMA) is
currently suspended. The last
evaluation for Hawke's Bay was
conducted in 2015 with a score
of 60%. The Group self-initiated
an evaluation in support of the
Group Plan review in early 2019.
This was carried out using the
same evaluation tool as used in
2015 and an independent
review panel. The review was
conducted by a consultant and
two NEMA staff and a score of
72.2% was assessed.

project as staff are involved in planning
for the re-emergence of COVID-19.
The work program however for this
project is beginning to return to a level
of normality. Budget is on track.

Percentage of
surveyed residents
prepared to cope
for at least three
days or more on
their own (source:
2-yearly perception
survey).

Next bi-annual survey due 2021.
Last survey July 2019 - residents
felt they had enough food
(84.2%) and water (61.8%)
stored for 3 days and 55% had
an emergency plan.

Target: Increasing
trend
Activity: HBRC Emergency Management
Level of Service
Statement
As the HB CDEM
Group's
Administering
Authority, HBRC
will provide an
agreed budget and
support to enable
the Group to
achieve the CDEM
outcomes agreed
to in the Group
Plan

73

Level of Service
Measure
HBRC provides
support to the HB
CDEM Group in
accordance with a
service level
agreement.
Target: Achieved

Status

Commentary
HBRC as the administrative
authority for the Hawke's Bay
CDEM Group has provided
support to the Group in
accordance with the agreed
roles and responsibilities matrix.
This matrix and levels of service
were due to be reviewed in May
2020. However due to the
response to COVID-19
commencing in February and
ongoing work with the all of
government response in
resurgence planning, this review
will need to be re-evaluated and
objectives adjusted accordingly.
HBRC have fully supported the
Group response to COVID-19

Budget Code + Status Commentary
Name
710 HBRC's emergency response capability
Response
has been maintained, including
Management
preparation for COVID-19 resurgence.
Nine new staff received CDEM
induction training. HBRC Incident
Room maintained for the provision of a
Council response to emergencies, incl
maintenance of pre-established
Standard Operating Procedures. HBRC
Business Continuance Plan approved
by Finance, Audit and Risk Committee
11 February 2020. An effective 24hour duty management system,
supported by PNCC afterhours, has
been operated with 113 calls managed
and logged by the duty managers for
the year to date (YTD). 53 warnings or
watches of severe weather or other

both with staff physically in the
Group Emergency Coordination
Centre and working virtually in
teams from home. Training to
support any resurgence
response is also well supported.
HBRC will ensure it
has capability and
capacity to respond
and manage its
assets during a civil
defence emergency

Maintain
established team,
training,
procedures
including
Emergency
Operations Centre
Manual and
Business
Continuance Plan.
Target: Achieved

24-hour duty
management
system in place.
Target: Achieved
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HBRC's emergency response
capability has been maintained.
Nine new staff received CDEM
induction training. The HBRC
Incident Room was maintained
for the provision of a Council
response to emergencies when
the need arises, including
maintenance of pre-established
Standard Operating Procedures.
HBRC Business Continuance Plan
approved by Finance, Audit and
Risk Committee on 11 February
2020.
An effective 24-hour duty
management system, supported
by PNCC afterhours, has been
operated with 113 calls
managed and logged by the duty
managers for the year to date
(YTD). 53 warnings or watches
of severe weather or other
events have been effectively
managed YTD.

events have been effectively managed
YTD. Project expenditure is on track.

714 - Local
Emergency
Management

Most of the projects and work in this
project were suspended during the
COVID-19 response. Some have been
resumed however the work
programme has been delayed and will
be reviewed over the next few months.
There is likely to be continued
disruption in work related to this
project as staff are involved in planning
for the re-emergence of COVID-19.
However the work programme for this
project is beginning to return to a level
of normality.
Budget on track.

3.7

Transport

There are three activities within the Transport Group of Activities (GOA):




Transport Planning and Road Safety
Passenger Transport
Regional Cycling

Activity: Transport Planning and Road Safety
Level of Service
Statement

Level of Service
Measure

HBRC will develop
and implement the
region’s transport
planning
documents to
promote improved
integration of all
transport modes,
land use and
efficient
movement of
freight.

Adopted
Regional Land
Transport Plan
(RLTP), Regional
Public Transport
Plan (RPTP) and
Regional Cycling
Plan in place.
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Target:
Achieved

Status

Commentary

The Regional Land Transport Plan was
adopted in June 2018 in accordance
with statutory timeframes. The next
review commenced in late 2019 and
is due for completion in 2021. The
Regional Public Transport Plan 2015
was reviewed during the 2018-19
year and was adopted by Council in
June 2019. The Regional Cycle Plan
2015 is in place but currently under
review 2020.

Budget
Code +
Name
797 Regional
Land
Transport
Strategy

798 Regional
Cycling
Activity

Status Commentary

Development of the Hawke's Bay
Transport Study has continued and a draft
report has been received and will feed
into the review of the Regional Land
Transport Plan, due to be completed in
April 2021. This activity is over budget as
the contributions to the transport study
from the contributing councils and NZTA
have not been received.
This activity is carried out by the Open
Space (Hawke's Bay Trails co-ordinator) as
well as the Regional Projects team. The
identified projects are either proceeding
well or requiring attention from a TLA.
Additional funding from HBRC has been
made available to match the 50% MBIE
share of cost. Work is underway with
CHBDC regarding its extension to the
cycle network (not part of the HB Trails
Great Ride). A new MOU for NCC and
HDC to ensure consistency across the
networks has been developed. A delay to
the Bayview - Whirinaki Extension project

798C Regional
Cycling
Activity
CAPEX

HBRC will
coordinate and
implement
sustainable
regional road
safety initiatives so
that Hawke’s Bay
roads and
pathways are safe
and accessible, and
the emotional and
financial costs of
road traffic crashes
are reduced.
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Incidence of
fatal and injury
crashes in our
region (5 year
rolling average).
Target:
Decreasing
trend

Statistics for the five year rolling
average of fatal and injury crashes are
no longer being updated by Ministry
of Transport and NZTA. Therefore
reporting is on the five year average
of deaths and serious injuries in road
crashes (combined). Still awaiting
data from NZTA. More deaths so far
this calendar year than full year last
year. Five Year Rolling Average Deaths and Serious Injuries
2011-15
93
2012-16
100
2013-17
105
2014-18
112
2015-19
113

786 Regional
Road
Safety

has meant there is an under spend on this
part of the project. The Waimarama
Safety Improvement project and Ahuriri
Underpass projects are about to
commence construction with expenditure
anticipated in coming quarters.
There has been a hold up with NCC on the
Bayview - Whirinaki Extension. The
Ahuriri Underpass projects and
Waimarama Safety Improvement project
are about to commence. Council has
allocated $1,000,000 over the next 10
years towards the completion of the five
identified projects part funded by MBIE.
Delivery of Road Safe programme
progressing as planned including fatigue
stop planning and execution and work
with NZTA for road safety messaging for
SH2 and Wairoa rural roads.
The under spend may be related to
drivers licensing programme which is
about to get underway.

Activity: Passenger Transport
Level of Service
Statement
HBRC will provide
an accessible,
integrated bus
service and work
with the relevant
territorial authority
to ensure
appropriate service
infrastructure
within and
between the
Napier, Hastings
and Havelock
North urban areas
to meet the
transport needs of
the people of
Hawke’s Bay.

Level of Service
Status
Measure
Annual patronage
on the Hawke’s Bay
bus services.
Target: Maintain or
increasing trend

Annual passenger
kilometres
travelled on the
Hawke’s Bay bus
services.
Target: Maintain or
increasing trend
Proportion of total
service costs that is
covered by fares.
Target: Maintain or
increasing trend
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Commentary
Following reduced patronage
during COVID-19 in early 2020,
the introduction of the Bee
Card and on-going free fares
until end of August has meant
there is no suitable data for July
and August. Bus company
reports patronage increases by
20% during these months.
September patronage is
returning to normal being
higher than the monthly
average for 2019.
No data available this quarter.

The proportion of total costs
that is covered by fares
continued to decline due to
significantly higher costs and
lower patronage. For the
months of July and August bus
services were free as the new
Bee Card system was
introduced and therefore a
meaningful calculation cannot

Budget Code
+ Name
790 Subsidised
Passenger
Transport

Status Commentary
After COVID-19 public transport fares
continued to be free while the new Bee
Card system was introduced. This
activity is over budget as the
contributions from NZTA have not been
received.

Percentage of
residences and
businesses within
500m (under
normal conditions)
and 600m (in low
density/outer
areas) walking
distance of a bus
stop within existing
bus routes.
Target: 90%
Hastings; 75%
Napier
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be made. The month of
September had a 25% fare
recovery.
The 2020 Transport Study has
calculated 69.2% of households
are within a 400 metre walk of
a bus route. However,
providing coverage can mean
meandering routes and longer
journey times, making bus
journeys less attractive and
slower than driving. Many of
the local bus routes in Napier
and Hastings offer limited hours
and days of operation, and low
frequency services provide a
poor alternative to the
convenience of driving. Only
20.1% of households are within
a 400 metre radius of a
frequent route (30 minute
frequency or less). Based on
current urban growth rates, this
performance indicator is
unlikely to change significantly.
There are no bus services in
rural townships.

